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Abstract
Detecting electrical vehicle (EV) charging from smart meter data (EV detection) is
a highly relevant problem for the distribution system operators (DSOs), especially
with the expected growth of EVs world wide. There are several reasons why DSOs
may want to detect EV charging. In the present day the main motivation is to
reduce the total load on the grid in high demand periods. This can be achieved
by giving incentives to EV owners to charge their EVs in low demand periods. In
the future, it is also anticipated that EVs can act as an energy reservoir, which
can be a further motivation for EV detection.
In this thesis, we explore two problems of EV detection. First, can we detect
customers that charge an EV at home (EV load profiling)? Second, can we detect
when an EV is charging (EV event detection)? To solve these problems, we analyze
smart meter data provided by Eidsiva (a DSO from Norway).
For the problem of load profiling, we propose, a feature-based Gaussian mixture
modeling of weekly load profiles. The results are promising, showing that some
EV owners have unique power consumption patterns.
For the problem of event detection, we propose a modified version of UTime for
EV event detection. UTime is a fully convolutional feed-forward neural network,
initially proposed for sleep stage segmentation. The modified UTime is compared
with previously proposed convolutional architectures for the problem of EV detec-
tion. Results show that UTime for EV detection outperforms the previous models
on a generated labeled dataset.
In order to solve the problem of EV detection, a labeled data set with ground
truth is crucial. Unfortunately, this is lacking in this thesis. We resolve this issue
by proposing a method of generating a labeled data set by combining two data
sources. Even though the method show promise and models seem to generalize
for an unlabeled dataset, more verification is needed to state conclusively that our
proposed method is efficient.
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In this thesis, the goal is to detect EV charging at residential homes by analyzing
smart meter data. Before describing the concrete problem at hand, we aim to give
the reader insight into some of the motivation of why this is a relevant problem to
solve, and an introduction in the different fields of smart meter analytics.
1.1 EVs an outlook, and its impact on the grid
In 2018 the global fleet of personal EVs (battery electrical vehicles (BEV) and
plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV)) were 5.1 million units. This is a 64%
increase from the previous year. There are many benefits to transition into a
larger EV park, and some of them are[10]:
• The electrical motors in EVs are three to five times more efficient than con-
ventional internal combustion engines.
• Reducing the reliance on importing fossil fuel for the road transport sector.
• Reducing air pollution since EVs have zero tailpipe emissions.
• Reducing greenhouse gas emission if electricity production is not greenhouse
gas-intensive.
• EVs are quieter, reducing the noise pollution from the transport sector.
As well as practical and environmental benefits, there has been an increased
focus on policy approaches to promote the deployment of EVs. An example of this
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is the electrical vehicle initiative (EVI) established under the Clean Energy Minis-
terial in 2009. EVI is dedicated to accelerating the deployment of electric vehicles
worldwide. EVI tries to achieve this by enabling a platform where governmental
policymakers from member countries can address and discuss challenges that come
with electrical mobility[10].
A result of EVI is the 30@30 campaign launched at the Clean Energy Minis-
terial meeting in 2017. The goal with the campaign is that the member countries
would have an EV market share 30% (excluding two and three-wheelers) by the
year 2030. In addition to multi-governmental policies such as EVI, there is an
increasing amount of countries that introduce policies to incentives electrification
of mobility[10].
Transitioning to a larger EV fleet has benefits, but it also comes with challenges.
As [10] points out, some of the challenges with increasing the EV fleet are:
• Pollution and work conditions when ramping up mining of raw materials to
make batteries and motors.
• Managing the availability of raw materials when production increases.
• Recycling and reusing of batteries and motors.
• Greenhouse gas emission from EV is dependent on how the electricity is
produced.
• Electrical power demand from EVs and its impact on the electrical grid
becomes more relevant.
Since the electrical power demand from EVs becomes a more relevant issue. A
challenge is to make sure the power delivery systems can handle this effectively,
to ensure system stability. In the 30@30 estimate, most of the EV power demand
comes from light-duty vehicles (<4500kg), and about 60% charging is done by slow
charges that allow for flexibility in power management. Such flexibility could be;
• Controlled EV charging by reducing the load of charging in peak demand
periods (and increasing it in low demand periods),
• Use EV batteries as an energy reservoir that can provide energy to either
a home (vehicle-to-home) or the electrical distribution system (vehicle-to-
grid)[10][11].
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1.1.1 The EV charging situation in Norway
Norway is at the forefront of electrifying its car-park. Norway currently has the
largest EV market in the world, with about 42% market share of yearly car sales
in 2019[12]. Governmental policies and incentives are the principal drivers of this
rapid growth. Figure 1.1 shows the growth of EVs in Norway since 2010. The
number of EVs is expected to increase further since Norway’s transport aims to
only sell zero-emission light-duty vehicles by the year 2025. If Norway follows this
projection, the number of EVs in Norway will be 1.5 million in 2030[13].
Figure 1.1: The evolution of registered EVs in Norway, from 2010 to the end of
2019.
A report by The Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate inves-
tigated how the expected growth of EVs may impact the Norwegian electrical
grid[13]. In the report, they estimate that 1.5 million EVs by 2030 will increase
the average total electrical energy consumption by 3%. They conclude that the
most of the grid infrastructure can handle this average increase. However, they
raise concerns about the impact of simultaneous EV charging, in periods where
the demand is already high. The added higher load if many customers charge
their EV at once may result in overload and negatively impact transformers and
cables in the low voltage distribution system. This concern is especially relevant
in the winter season and in rural and recreational home areas where the distribu-
tion network is not built for high loads[11]. To tackle this issue, The Norwegian
Water Resources and Energy Directorate suggest the use of smart meter analytics
to reduce the impact of EV on the electrical grid[13].
How and when people charge their EVs is important for its impact on the
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grid. To investigate this further, we refer to a yearly survey from the Norwegian
EV Association, where they asked how and when people charged their car. Ac-
cording to the survey, most people charge their EVs at home(∼ 90%). Table 1.1
summaries different charging options in Norway and what type of chargers people
used according to the survey[5]. The survey showed that more than 50% of EV
owners had installed an EV charger that is capable of drawing more power than
a standard type-c wall outlet. The power column in table 1.1 indicates the maxi-
mum power available to the different type of charges. The actual power drawn is
also dependent on the car model and the surrounding temperature.
Table 1.1: Type of EV charging in Norway and the percentage of how people
charge their EV at home according to [5] (a survey from 2018).
Category Voltage/Current Power % charged at home
Standard type-c plug 230V/10A 2.3 kW 50%
Slow EV charges 230V/16A 3.6kW 24%





Ultra Fast EV chargers 500V/100A <50kW
4.4% (other)
Regarding the time of the day when people charge their EV at home, the
research institution SINTEF summarized a survey from 2017 that shows that most
homes reports that they charge their EV at home during the evening and night[14].
As mentioned smart meters could be the solution, to reducing the total load
on the electrical grid. In the next section we aim to describe these meters, and
what opportunities they enable for the DSOs.
1.2 Smart meters
A smart meter measures the power consumption at a household with a relatively
high resolution previously not possible when electrical customers had to manually
report their energy consumption for each billing period. Smart meters are essen-
tial part of the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), where the data collected
from smart meters is returned to the DSO. Some of the benefits for the customers
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from installing a smart meter is an automatic and more precise reading of energy
consumption for billing purposes. Also making it easier to change electricity sup-
pliers, as well as better detection of faults in the power delivery system such as
ground faults.
For the DSOs, there are also significant benefits: Monitoring every single house-
hold power demand allows for higher insight into individual customers ’ behaviors
and their impact on the electrical grid. In the later years, several countries have
done a massive roll-out of smart meters. This has spiked the interest in smart
meter data analytics[15].
1.2.1 Smart meters in Norway and privacy concerns
Norway has decided that by 2019 all residential homes will have installed a stan-
dardized smart meter that registers both active and reactive power with a sampling
rate of maximum one sample every 60 min. The smart meters should further al-
low for a 15 min sampling rate[16]. Currently, the Norwegian smart meters send
out hourly measurements to the DSO, as well as information about short outs,
ground fault, and reduced voltage quality[17]. The data collected is subject to the
Norwegian Personal Data Act, meaning that measurements from smart meters is
personal information and can only be stored for three years[18]. This regulation
is not unique for Norway.
In general there are privacy concerns regarding smart meter data, making it
difficult for energy providers to publish data to the public. This is an limitation
of smart meter analytics as an open research field, since privacy of the customers
are a priority.
1.3 Smart meter analytics
In this section, we attempt to categorize and briefly describe different fields of
smart meter analytics, inspired by a review of smart meter analytics[15]. The
research fields can be divided into four main categories; Load monitoring, load
analysis, load forecasting and load management.
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1.3.1 Load monitoring
Load monitoring can be divided into two main fields; Intrusive load monitoring
(ILM) and none intrusive load monitoring (NILM).
Intrusive load monitoring (ILM) monitor’s power demand at an appliance
level, which means that a power meter is attached to each appliance in a house-
hold. Except for the inconvenience regarding installations, there are also privacy
concerns having appliance level knowledge in a household[19].
Non-intrusive load monitoring (NILM) monitors the aggregated (sum of
all appliances) power or current signal of out a household and in contrast to ILM,
NILM does not require intruding into a household to install the sensors. Therefore
the name non-intrusive. NILM is also cheaper and more convenient to implement
since it only requires the installation of a single device at the main circuit board of
a household. A smart meter is a type NILM device since it monitors the aggregated
power signal of a household.
There are two typical use cases of NILM systems: First is to identify energy
consumption of a single appliance from an aggregated signal[19]. Second, is a
simpler task of event detection, which mean to determine whether a appliance is
switched on or of.
Further, the field of NILM can be divided into two main approaches, supervised
and unsupervised learning. One of the main challenges with supersized learning
is that it requires a labeled dataset that is generally not available for smart meter
data. Therefore unsupervised learning is the most attractive approach for develop-
ment into business application since it does not require a ground truth. However,
unsupervised methods are not easy to fully realized because of the need for ver-
ification that the implemented methods works[20]. In between supervised and
unsupervised, we have a ”self-learning” approach referred to as semi-supervised
learning, which has also shown good practical results[21][20].
1.3.2 Load analysis
Customer’s energy consumption and behaviors according to the weekday, time of
day, season, etc. is varying. Having a better understanding and categorization of
different consumption behaviors can be very important when doing further load
analysis, such as forecasting and load management[15]. The categorization of
consumer behaviors is often referred to as load profiling. Another important aspect
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of load analysis is bad-data and anomaly detection, since outliers may affect the
performance of forecasting and clustering algorithms. Methods for bad data and
outlier detection can also be used to detect energy theft[15].
1.3.3 Forcasting analysis
Load forecasting has been popular in the electrical power industry to anticipate
future energy demands and pricing. Most forecasting research has been done on
higher voltage signals from a region since the smoother nature of the signal is
an easier task to forecast[15]. However, using additional information from smart
meter data has shown it can improve the forecasting methods[15].
1.3.4 Load management
Load management, is balancing of the electrical supply not by adjusting the power
station output, but rather controlling the power consumption. As [15] points
out, there are three main ways smart meter data can contribute to better load
management:
• Give the electrical provider a better understanding of customer’s sociodemo-
graphic status. This can further be used to provide personalized services or
anticipate customers load profiles, and energy demand.
• Target consumers with specific demand and response marketing.
• Implement demand and response programs. Such as adjusting the pricing
according to the demand and incentivize customers with demand and re-
sponse pricing to maximize profit or reducing the total load on the electrical
grid at certain periods of the day[15].
For the task of detecting EV charging from smart meter data. The problem
naturally falls under the field of load monitoring, and as discussed the main mo-
tivation is load management. Before providing a literature review of previous
research into EV detection, we will present our contributions and structure of the
thesis in the remainder of this chapter.
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1.4 Contributions
We propose several new contributions to the problem of EV detection:
• A modified version of UTime for the problem of EV event detection.
• To train our supervised models, we propose generating a labeled dataset
from two data sources.
• A method of EV event detection of long smart-meter sequences to reduce
the number of missing values.
• Performing Gaussian mixture modeling of load profiles to capture EV owners
in separate clusters.
• We propose detrending smart meter series before clustering, to remove sea-
sonal variations.
1.5 Structure of the thesis
The remainder of the thesis we present according to chapter:
Chapter 2: Overview of the previous work regarding the problem of EV
detection, and define the problems we aim to solve in this thesis.
Chapter 3: Present the the relevant theory for the chosen methods. This
chapter is divided into two parts: Clustering and Supervised learning.
Chapter 4: Present the proposed methods, models, and implementations.
Chapter 5: Provide information about the different data sources, prepossess-
ing, and describe how the labeled data set is generated.
Chapter 6: Present the clustering results, with the aim to capture distinct
clusters with EV owners from load profiles.
Chapter 7: Experimental results and comparison of the proposed model for
the task of EV event detection.
Chapter 8: Comparing the clustering results from Chapter 6 with the predic-
tion of event detection in Chapter 7.
Chapter 9: Conclusion and further work.
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Chapter 2
Literature review and problem
definition
In the Introduction, we gave a brief overview of the different fields of smart meter
analytics and explained the motivation for discovering EV charging from smart
meter data. Now we will dive deeper into the problem of detecting EV charging.
This chapter is divided into two main parts:
• Fist we present a literature review, of the different papers regarding EV
detection (to the author knowledge).
• Second, we define the problem definition relevant for this thesis.
2.1 Detecting EV charging; A literature review.
Detecting EV charging from smart meter data can be viewed as a part of the
NILM category of smart meter analytics. Meaning that from an aggregated power
signal, we aim to either detect if an EV charge event is present, or desegregate the
power signal from EV charging. Table 2.1 gives an overview of papers in the field
of EV detection from smart meter data. As Table 2.1 shows, most of the papers
are using the Pecan Street dataset[22].
Pecan Street has records of desegregated (appliance level) electrical consump-
tion at a one-minute sampling rate from nearly 1000 volunteer homes in Texas,
California, and Colorado in the US. In Pecan Street, some of the households charge
their EV at home, and therefore it has become a popular dataset into the research
of EV detection.
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Table 2.1: Overview of articles (to the authors knowledge) addressing the problem
of EV detection
Title Key words Dataset Sampling rate
”Automated Detection of
Electric Vehicles in











charging with low sampling rate.”
Unsupervised,
(a) Tresholding, (b) Filtering,
(c) Removing noise, (d) Energy desegregation







Pecan Street dataport 1min
”An improved non-intrusive









Unsupervised, Filtering Pecan Street dataport 1min
”Unsupervised non intrusive
extraction of electrical vehicle
charging load patterns”

























of ev charging profiles”
Denoising autoencoder,
convolutional neural network
Pecan Street dataport 1 min
When detecting EV from smart meter data there are three main problems we
may attempt to solve;
1. Load profiling: Determine whether a customer owns an EV?
2. Event detection: When is the EV charging?
3. Load desegregation: How much power is drawn from EV charging?
As for NILM, the problem of EV detection there are supervised and unsu-
pervised load desegregation and event detection methods. The semi supervised
category is not included, since to the authors knowledgde this has not yet been
explored for the task of EV detection. In addition, we include data-driven ap-
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proaches that is related to load analytics, which falls outside the NILM category
of smart meter analytics.
In the remainder of this section, we describe the methods in Table 2.1 cate-
gorized according to whether its methods are supervised, unsupervised, or data-
driven.
2.1.1 Unsupervised load desegregation
As Table 2.1 summarizes most of the research in the field of unsupervised methods
has been done for with a sampling rate of 1 min (1/60 Hz).
Paper [23] proposes sliding window of cross correlation filtering and pattern
matching in order to detect sections where EV charging is present. The validation
is done on a synthetic generated dataset. Paper [6] explores a similar model as
[23] and validates it by using Pecan street. From paper [6] the cross-correlation
filtering is worse than the other proposed supervised models.
The two papers [24] and [25] have a very similar filtering technique. Where
they both assume EV charge events draw more than 3kW of power and has a
square waveform. The algorithm in [25] is described in a five-step procedure:
1. Thresholding the aggregated signal by setting values of the input signal under
a certain threshold Tlow to zero. After thresholding, the signal can be divided
into segments where the thresholded signal has non zero values.
2. Remove segments with a short duration compared to the surrounding seg-
ments.
3. Remove residual noise.
4. Classify the remaining segments into three categories by analyzing a cumu-
lative counting function that counts the number of sample points above a
certain value.
5. Desegregate the power drawn from EV
The major difference between [24] and [25] is that [24] removes baseline noise
before the first step. Both papers use Pecan street with a 1 minute sampling-rate
as validation and use a hidden Markov model as a baseline model for comparison.
They both point out the major task when filtering is to distinguish EV power
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signals from other high power appliances such as; air conditioner, washing machine,
dryer, and water heater.
The two papers [26] and [27] follows the same approach of independent com-
ponent analysis (ICA)[28]. The difference is that [27], in addition to extracting
electrical vehicle charging loads, also suggests a flexibility index for an aggregated
EV load demand (when several households charge their vehicle at the same time).
ICA is a statistical model that assumes that the observed signal ~x = [x1, x2, ..., xm]
comes from a mixing of independent components ~s = [s1, s2, ..., sm]. The general
form of ICA can be expressed as the linear relation
~x = A~s (2.1)
where A is an unknown mixing matrix of size m× n. Since ~x is the only observed
value, the problem becomes to estimate ~s and A[28].
When estimating the assumption that components si are independent and
drawn from a none Gaussian distribution is made[26]. For the concrete problem of
ICA for extracting EV loads from aggregated power signal, there are two mixing
components; load from EV and the rest of the aggregated power signal. Further
[26] and [27] simplify the problem by assuming known amplitudes for EV charging
signals, meaning that one of the distributions can be assumed to be known.




• Application of ICA.
• Extracting the EV load vector.
• Remove false positives
• Estimation of EV load amplitude.
3. Improve estimation of the extracted EV loads
4. Extract gradual increase and gradual decrease in the extracted EV
loads
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[26] validates the their ICA method for both event detection and load desegregation
with Pecan Street for different sampling rates (from 1 to 5 minutes) with declining
results for higher sampling rates. However, it shows overall better performance
than [25] for 1 minute sampling rate.
2.1.2 Supervised methods
Inspired new development of supervised learning methods in NILM [6] and [2] both
utilizes artificial neural networks (also referred to as deep learning) for the task of
EV detection.
Based on the workings from a master thesis[3], the article [6] proposes two
neural networks: A convolutional neural network (CNN) and a recurrent neural
network (RNN) as baseline model they uses a cross correlation filtering technique
similar to [23]. Since the three model are able to detect unique charging instances
a stacked model is proposed, that combines all three for better prediction capabil-
ities. Table 2.2 shows the reported results. The CNN and RNN have similar over
all performance however the CNN are less accurate for its most confident predic-
tions, and the best performing model is the stacked one[6]. The RNN and CNN
are trained on Pecan street resampled to 1 hour. In addition to the labels from
Pecan street, synthetic square waveform charge events is added with probability
of 50% at random where no charge event is present. Further [6] investigates how
the stacked model preforms on unlabeled smart meter data from Norway. The
predicted result is roughly in line the EVs registered in the region. As [6] points
out there are three main concerns when training a model on US smart meter data
and for application in Norway;
• There are differences in the electrical consumption between US and Norway.
Such as the use of AC in the summertime in US and electrical heating in
Norway at during the winter period.
• Type of EV used in the countries may differ. Resulting in different charging
patterns for the countries.
• Percentage of EV charge events are different in the two datasets.
The supervised paper, [2], aims to desegregate EV loads by using CNN for
feature extraction and dense denoising autoencoder for reconstructing the EV load
signal. Before training the model; filtering and smoothing is performed on the
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Table 2.2: Reported results from [6]. The RNN is a long-short term memory
(LSTM) network.
Model Best F1 score Average precision
Cross correlation filter 0.45 0.40
CNN 0.67 0.58
RNN (LSTM) 0.67 0.68
Stack 0.70 0.71
input signal as well as normalization on both the input signal and labels (ground
truth of EV load). The result shows that the proposed model can effectively detect
start times and EV charging periods as well as generalize to other out of sample
houses[2]. Pecan Street for 1 minute sampling rate is used, and the presented
result is from training with only one house and validated on a different house. As
future work they suggest;
• Increasing the amount of training data.
• Handling certain dips in the signal (maybe due to missing data).
• Validate model performance outside of Pecan Street. How will the model
perform outside of Pecan street?
2.1.3 Data-mining and load analytics
The last two papers [7] [8] analyzes hourly-weekly load profiles to classify con-
sumers as EV or no EV owners. Since smart meter data has a significant seasonal
variation, three load profiles are extracted according to the time of year; winter,
summer, and combining spring and fall into one. The load profiles are further
processed by applying a Hampel filter to remove outliers and normalized to ensure
that all feature dimensions have equal importance.
The two papers differ in the type of features that are extracted from the load
profiles. [8] extract skewness and kurtosis features, while [7] extracts feature by
using energy envelope and delta thresholding. Both papers compare different su-
pervised classification algorithm: k-NN (k nearest neighbors), RFA (random forest
algorithm), CART (classification and regression trees), and CHAID (chi-square au-
tomatic interaction detector). A summary of the classification accuracy is reported
in Table 2.3.
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The results show that RFA is the best performing classifier, and kurtosis fea-
tures gave the best overall classification result. Since kurtosis and skewness have a
large, peek at the weekend, only weekdays profiles are used when classifying in [8].
These proposed methods are supervised, and shows that proposed feature spaces
have underlying patterns unique to people charging an EV at home.
An unsupervised approach to discovering such patterns is clustering, and have
been popular method for analyzing load profiles with the aim to capture customers
with similar consumption patterns[29][15][30]. Therefore, clustering is believed to
be a promising approach, to discover these underlying patterns for customers that
charges an EV at home.







and delta thresholding (%)
no EV with EV Overal no EV with EV Overal no EV with EV Overal
k-nn 84.23 88.11 86.8 87.22 91.23 89.28 77.52 81.05 79.28
RFA 89.23 95.53 90.25 93.52 97.65 94.59 82.87 87.18 84.95
CART 85.42 88.25 86.68 90.33 93.24 91.86 80.23 83.33 81.76
CHAID 86.65 90.51 87.25 89.64 94.81 91.51 79.23 84.12 81.42
2.2 Problem definitions
Most research into EV detection (see Table 2.1) has been done with a 1 minute
sampling rate. This relatively high sampling rate, is seldom available for the DSOs
due to privacy concerns and storage capacity. Some research has utilized smart
meter data from energy companies, and they have had a sampling rate of 1 hour.
Summarizing the papers for an hourly sampling rate, deep learning methods
is suggested for event detection, and load profiling and classification algorithms is
suggested for the problem of load profiling[6][7][8]. Where all previous methods
have been supervised. Inspired by previous work, we aim to explore two problems
of EV detection:
1. The problem of EV load profiling: ”Do a customer charge an EV at home?”
2. The problem of EV event detection: ”When is an EV charging?”
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The motivation for exploring both problems is due to the limitations of the avail-
able datasets, we lack ground truths (see Chapter 5).
In the remaining sections of this chapter, we aim to provide a clear definition
of these two problems.
2.2.1 EV load profiling
The nature of smart-meter data is noisy and often inconsistent due to missing
values or varying sampling rates. One solution to tackle these inconsistencies is
to derive what is referred to as load profiles, which means to transform raw smart
meter data into hourly usage[7]. For this thesis, we will use what we refer to as
weekly-hourly load profiles, which summarises the consumption at each hour
of the week starting on Monday at 00:00.
By extracting load profiles, each customer has a feature vector with a fixed
length that can be used for further analysis. One of the benefits of extracting load
profiles is that we are able to capture the general trend of customers consumption
behaviors, giving us a more smooth series. Further, we aim to use these extracted
load profiles to cluster whether a customer charges an EV at home.
Figure 2.1: Overview of the problem of EV load profiling.
To extract profiles with the aim to classify customers that charges an EV at
home is what we define as EV load profiling. A overview of the process of EV
load profiling is shown in Figure 2.1
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Challenges
A significant concern when extracting load profiles is that the general trend of the
data is highly seasonal. With the trend of higher electrical energy consumption
during the winter periods. This trend should be considered when extracting load
profiles. Since, at each hour of the week, the consumption becomes highly varying
because of the seasonal trend.
In this thesis, we propose detrending the data before extracting load profiles.
However, other options such as extracting load profiles during certain seasons is
also an option[7][8].
2.2.2 EV event detection
If we have an aggregated smart meter sequence of length N the discrete smart
meter measurements (with unit kWh) can be written as a real vector
x = [x1, x2, ..., xN ]. (2.2)
For the problem of event detection the goal is to determine whether at each time
point xi there is an EV charging or not. Figure 2.2 shows an example of a smart
meter sequence where ground truth
y = [y1, y2, ..., yN ] (2.3)
of EV charge events is categorized with the value 1 when an EV is charging and 0
elsewhere. The positive labels in y can be refered to as EV activations.
The proposed models for event detection f takes an observation x as input and
returns predictions as an output ŷ and it can be formulated as
f(x)→ ŷ (2.4)
where x, ŷ ∈ RN . Meaning for each sample point there is a prediction, this model
type is often refereed to as a sequence to sequence model.
Challenges
The main challenge with EV event detection, is to miss classify other high power
appliances as EV charging. In residential homes, there is a wide variety of EV
chargers available. These can be further categories according to what maximum
power they can draw as shown in Table 1.1.
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Figure 2.2: Example of EV event detection from smart meter data. The sampling
rate is 1 minute (1/60 Hz), and the series has a duration for one weeks. This
example series is generated from ACN+UKDALE (see Chapter 5).
We would expect it is a more difficult task to detect EV charge events with
lower power consumption since these signatures may overlap with other appliances.
Table 2.4 shows some common appliances that may have a similar maximum power
output as EV charging. The table shows that detecting charge events with lower
power consumption is a more difficult task.














In this chapter we have provided an overview of the different papers addressing
the problem of EV detection. From the previous research, we saw that for hourly
smart meter data there are two main problem that is attractive to solve. First the
problem of EV load profiling, and second the problem of EV event detection. In
the next chapter we aim to present the relevant theory for our proposed solution





We aim explore two problems of EV detection. The first problem is the problem of
EV load profiling, and second the problem of EV event detection with supervised
deep learning. Therefore this theory chapter is divided into two parts:
In the first section, we present the relevant theory for time series clustering
that we use to explore the problem of EV load profiling. We have chosen an
clustering approach since we aim to discover underlying patterns for customers
that owns an EV.
In the second section, we describe the relevant theory for our approach of EV
event detection, which is supervised learning by using deep learning frameworks.
This is the main focus of this thesis. The reasoning of this approach is because this
is a similar approach to previous work, and that currently deep learning is current
state-of-the in the field of EV event detection from hourly smart meter data.
3.1 Clustering
Previously work of EV load profiling has used supervised algorithms for classifying
customers as EV owners. However, for this thesis, the data provided has no ground
truth where we, with certainty, can say a customer charges their EV at home. The
information we have is whether they own an EV or not.
Due to these weak labels, we have chosen an approach of unsupervised cluster-
ing to capture some EV owners in distinct clusters. To the author’s knowledge,
this has not yet been attempted before this thesis. The motivation for including
this approach is to further validate our results of EV event detection by comparing
the clustering results with the results from EV event detection.
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Our approach of clustering smart meter data is feature based, and the applied
clustering algorithm is Gaussian mixture modeling. These approaches will be
further explained in this section.
3.1.1 Time series clustering
The problem of Time series clustering can be formulated as follows: Given
an data set containing N time series D = {T1, T2, ..., TN} the aim to partition D
into C = {C1, C2, ..., CK} clusters. Where the grouping is done by a pre-defined
similarity measure. By definition an observation can not be assign to several
clusters. Mathematically this can be written as D = ∪Ki=1Ci and Ci ∩ Cj = ∅
when i 6= j[31].
For this project we assume that the time series is continuous real values repre-
sented as real vector with length li for time series i, meaning the time series might
have varying lengths with only one value for each time stamp. In other words
the time series are a single channel one dimensional temporal signals with varying
lengths.
Time series data is nature chronological, meaning we have observations in se-
quence as a function of time. A result of this sequentiality is that time series often
has a high dimensional and are large in data size. High dimensions are often an
issue when clustering because of the computational cost when applying conven-
tional clustering algorithms. Another issue is the potential varying lengths of the
time series in D makes defining a similarity measure difficult[31]. There are several
approaches suggested to address these issues, and they should be chosen according
to the problem we aim to solve.
Feature-based clustering methods is when raw time series is transformed
into a feature vector in a lower dimension such that conventional clustering algo-
rithms may be applied. Figure 3.1 summarises the steps of feature based cluster-
ing. This type of approach has been popular for clustering smart meter data
with the aim to cluster customers with similar underlying patterns in energy
consumption[29][15][30]. Further, similar feature-based methods have proved to
work well in a supervised manner for classifying customers with EV charging[7][8].
The feature extraction mapping h is done for each time series Ti in the dataset




h−→ xi ∈ Rd. (3.1)
Where the xi’s if further inputted in the proposed clustering algorithm.
Figure 3.1: Step-by-step overview of feature based clustering which has been an
popular method for clustering smart meter data.
3.1.2 Gaussian mixture modelling (GMM)
Mixture modeling is a tool for density estimation where we assume that observa-
tions is drawn from a mixture of probability distributions. For a Gaussian mixture






where K is the number of mixing components and πk is referred to as the mixing
proportion with the constrain
∑K
k=1 πk = 1 and 0 ≤ πk ≤ 1. The function f is
the probability density function (pdf) of a multivariate normal distribution, with
mean vectors µk and covariance matrices Σk for each component k [32]. f can be
defined as
f(x;µk,Σk) = f(x; θk) =
exp[−1
2
(x− µk)TΣ−1k (x− µk)]√
(2π)d|Σk|
(3.3)
where x is real d dimensional observation vector and |Σk| = det(Σk) (the determi-
nate of Σk) and Σk is assumed to be positive semi definite[33].
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A mixture model also provide a confidence score ĉ(i,k) that observation xi be-





Further hard cluster assignment can be further be derived by choosing the most
likely component which can be derived from Bayes theorem[32].
Likelihood functions
The parameter’s of Gaussian mixture model θk = {αk, µk,Σk} for k = 1, 2, .., K





where there are X = {x1, x2, ..., xN} observations. However the inner sum in p
makes optimization of L(θ|X) difficult. Therefore we introduce a new variable
latent variable Z = {z1, z2, ..., zK} that indicates which component X is sampled
from, meaning zk,i = 1 if sample xi comes component k and zero otherwise. The
distribution of latent variable can be expressed in term of the mixing proportion





















[πk · f(xi|θk)]zk (3.9)
Further we maximize the complete log-likelihood





zk,n(ln[f(xn|zk; θ)] + ln[πk]). (3.10)
which is equivalent to maximizing the complete likelihood[32].
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Optimization by EM algorithm
A popular choice of mixture model optimization is the so called Expectation Max-
imization (EM) algorithm. The EM algorithm can be described in four steps:
1. Initialize parameters θ(t) when t = 0 .
2. E-step: Compute expectation of the complete log likelihood given current
parameters θ(t): Q(θ|θ(t)) = E[l(θ|X,Z, θ)|X, θt]
3. M-step: Update parameters according to the computed expectation val-
ues in the E-step. (Normally by solving ∂Q(θ|θ
(t))
∂θ
= 0 with respect to the
parameter’s θ).
4. Continue E-step followed by M-step until convergence.
For the case of a mixture model the procedure for deriving the Q is






ĉ(i,k)(ln[f(xn|zk; θ)] + ln[πk])− λ(
K∑
k=1
πk − 1). (3.12)
Since πk is constrained (
∑
πk = 1) Lagrange multiplier of λ(
∑K
k=1 πk−1) is added.
When maximizing the partial derivative of Q is computed with respect to


















n=1 ĉ(i,k)(xn − µk)(xn − µk)T∑N
n=1 ĉ(i,k)
(3.16)
The EM algorithm is fast and monotone but does not guarantee convergence
to a global optimum. Therefore when optimizing, the algorithm should be run for
multiple initialization to ensure convergence the possible optimum[33].
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The number of mixture components also needs to be pre-defined, which is not a
straight forward task to determine, further discussion about this will be presented
in the next section.
3.1.3 Model selection
If we do not have any ground truths, the suitable number of cluster Kopt is typically
a data-driven approach to derive. A traditional approach is to examine within-
cluster dissimilarity DK . We can obtain DK for a range for number of components
K ∈ {1, 2, ..., Kmax}, resulting in {D1, D2, ..., DKmax} dissimilarity scoring. These
dissimilarity measures will be often be decreasing when we increase the number of
components K, as the components fill the feature space.
Therefore, choosing the lowest dissimilarity may not best in practice. If we
assume the data comes from a discrete number of natural underlying distributions
KNat. We would expect the dissimilarity scoring DK for cluster K > KNat to be
less rapid when we further segment the natural underlying distributions. This can
be used to derive a sufficient amount of components[32].
In this thesis, the derivation of the number of sufficient clusters is done in an
exploratory way to capture clusters with a high concentration of EV owners. This
clustering is highly biased and the reasoning and discussion about this will be
presented in Chapter 6.
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3.2 Supervised learning
Based on previous research of EV detection from hourly smart meter data, we
have chosen an approach of supervised learning. Meaning we aim to utilize the
ground truths to improve the predictive models.
Unfortunately, the widely popular Pecan Street is not available for this project.
Therefore, we suggest a new approach by synthesizing a labeled dataset. A sim-
ilar approach has been attempted earlier by adding square waveforms as charge
events[3][6]. However, we try to improve upon this idea by adding real EV charge
events from commercial charging stations with the hope this will generate more
realistic charging events than square waveforms.
In the remainder of this chapter describe of supervised learning, as well as the
main components of the proposed deep learning models, will be presented.
3.2.1 Defining supervised learning
For supervised deep learning, we want to approximate a function f(xi) that takes
xi as input and outputs predictions ŷi. Further, we aim to improve the predictive
power of f by comparing its outputs ŷi with true labels yi. This process of
improving models by comparing the outputs with the ground truths is known as
”learning by example”[32].
In this thesis, the signal from a smart-meter is the input vector x, and whether
an EV is charging or not the elements of y is either 1 or 0. The predictive output
ŷ is a has elements that represent a confidence score between 0 and 1, which
indicates the confidence the label is 1 (a positive prediction).
The final yprediction prediction of whether a measuring point xi is an positive
event can be written as
yprediction =
1, if ρ < ŷi.0, otherwise. (3.17)
where 0 < ρ < 1 is a certain threshold, usually equal to 0.5 by default. This
problem is a binary classification/segmentation problem.
3.2.2 Validation of unbalanced data
The problem at hand is a binary classification/segmentation problem where we
want to predict if an EV charge event is either present or not. We may also
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assume that the events we want to segment are few and far between, meaning that
there are a lot more none EV charge events than charging events. This assumptions
leads to an imbalanced dataset.
For imbalanced data, an accuracy score, defined by the ratio number of correct
predictions divided by the total number of predictions, can be misleading since we
may have a high accuracy score with zero positive predictions.
An example of this if we have time-series of one day (24 hours) with 3 hours
of EV charging. The accuracy of a model that could not detect any charge event
would still be 21
24
= 0.875 a seemingly high accuracy score but a with poor per-
formance. This example demonstrates that other metrics are important when
measuring model performance on imbalanced data.
The metrics: precision, recall, and f1 score have been popular choices when
evaluating the performance of EV event detection[6][26]. Receiver operating char-
acteristic (ROC) will also be presented since its a popular method for comparing
classifiers. However, please note that it has its weaknesses when evaluating on an
unbalanced data[34].
Description of precision, recall, f1 score, and ROC is is presented in Chapter 7.
3.2.3 Overfitting and generalization
The goal is to have a model that generalizes well, meaning that it shows good
predictive power on unseen data. A simple way to evaluate generalization is to
divide the dataset into train, validation, and test set.
The model should be optimized on the train set and evaluated and tuned with
respect to its performance on the validation set. After training and tuning, the last
evaluation is performed on the unseen test set. It is essential with no ”peeking”
into the test set before the final training is done to account for bias when tuning
with respect to the validation set. Figure 3.2 shows a scenario of over-fitting,
where the model parameters are iterative being updated. Overfitting occurs at
the moment the test(/validation) error starts to increase while the training error
continues to decrease. The black vertical line shows where the overfitting begins.
3.2.4 Supervised deep learning
Based on the new development of deep learning for time series segmentation and
that previously proposed supervised methods also uses artificial neural networks
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Figure 3.2: The figure shows how over fitting may look like in an supervised
training scenario. The black vertical indicates where the over-fitting begins.
(ANN), we aim to use deep learning methods for the task of EV event detection.
Deep learning is an umbrella term for different ANN architectures. ANN is
inspired by the receptors in the human brain and has proven to work well for a
variety of different classification tasks. Even though ANN first was introduced in
the 80’s ANN has gotten serious attention in the later years. Some of the reasons
for this are improvements in computer hardware, more massive datasets, and newly
proposed groundbreaking network architectures.
In this section, we aim to give a general overview of the workings of supervised
deep learning with an emphasis on how trainable parameters inside an ANN is
optimized.
Initially we will describe any deep learning model as a differentiable nonlinear
statistical model
x→ f(x; θ)→ ŷ (3.18)
that performs non linear feature mapping of input features x into a prediction
space where θ = {θw, θb} is the trainable parameters of the model that is divided
into bias terms θb and weights θw. This simple explanation is sufficient to give
overview of how deep learning models learns by stochastic gradient descent based
methods. Later we will provide a more detailed insight into the implemented
model components.
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Before explaining gradient descent-based methods, we need to define a loss
function that we wish to minimize. The optimization of a loss function is analogous
to maximum likelihood estimation. However, we wish to minimize the loss function
rather than maximizing the likelihood.
3.2.5 Lossfunctions
A supervised loss function can is defined as a differentiable error function L that
evaluates the predictive output ŷ of model f with the true labels y. The choice of a
loss function is task dependent and requires consideration. For our problem which
is a binary classification problem where we assume imbalance there are several
options that is worth considering and some of them are:
Mean square error loss






(ŷi − yi)2 (3.19)
Binary cross entropy






−wi[yi log ŷi + (1− yi) log(1− ŷi)] (3.20)
where wi is a manual rescaling weight given to each element in order to emphasise
certain predictions.
Dice-loss
The Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) also known as F1 score measures the amount
of agreement between two regions. When applied to binary classification data and
using confusion metrics of true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives
(FP), false negatives (FN) the DSC can be defined as
DSC =
2TP
2TP + FP + FN
. (3.21)
DSC is not differentiable and can not be used as a loss function to compute gra-
dients.
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For a binary classification the differentiable Dice loss LDSC which we wish to
minimize can be defined as
LDSC = 1− 2
∑N
i=1 ŷiyi∑N
i=1 ŷi + yi
[35]. (3.22)
Earlier research into EV event detection, the mean square error loss has been
used for load desegregation, and equally-weighted binary cross-entropy loss has
been used for event detection[3][2].
In this thesis, we propose the Dice loss as which is a differentiable version of
F1 score. It would be interesting to explore the performance of Dice loss since F1
score is our primary performance metric when evaluating.
As previously mentioned, when training, we wish to optimize the parameters
of our statistical model by minimizing the loss function, and this is done by what
is called gradient descent-based methods.
3.2.6 Optimization
Deep learning is usually done by gradient descent-based methods. Even though
gradient descent-based methods do not guarantees converge to global minima.
It has been proven empirically that gradient-based methods work well for deep
learning models. In this section, optimization methods by gradient descent are
described. Further details about computing gradients by backpropagation will be
provided in the sections about the different model components.
Gradient descent
If we have a predictive function f(x; θ) = ŷ that aims to approximate a true output
vector y from the input feature vector x. θ = [θ1, θ2, ..., θn] represent the tuneable
parameters of function f . The error of the output can be computed by a loss
function L.
Gradient descent aims to minimize L by iterative update the parameters θ such
that it minimizes the loss function L. The updating procedure for a parameter θi
can be written as




Where λ determines how much the parameter is beeing ”moved” for each iteration,




Equation 3.23 shows the standard gradient descent methods, several improve-
ments to this optimization methods has been proposed such as gradient descent
with momentum, which have the update scheme:
θi ← θi + λv (3.24)
where
v ← ρv − λ∂L
∂θi
(3.25)
For gradient descent with momentum, the parameter is updated by adding a
velocity term v. v is computed from the previous gradients, and ρ is referred to as
the momentum parameter. The ρ parameter dictates how much the velocity from
the previous iteration is going to contribute to the current update[38].
For gradient descent with momentum, all parameters have the same updating
scheme. ADAM optimizer allows for individual parameter updates by introducing
first and second-order momentum[39].
ADAM optimizer
ADAM optimizer computes individual adaptive learning rates for different param-
eters from estimates of first and second moments of the gradients[39][37]. The
optimization algorithm is updates the parameters as follows:
1. Set parameters β1, β2 and ε. β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 and ε = 1× 10−8 is good
default settings[39].
2. Initialize first and second order moment:
• m = 0 (first order momentum)
• v = 0 (second order momentum)
3. for t in (1:Niterations ):
(a) Update the first and second order momentum:
• m← (β1m+ (1− β1) ∂L∂θi )/(1− β
t
1) (first order momentum)
• v ← (β2v + (1− β2)( ∂L∂θi )
2)/(1− βt2) (second order momentum)
(b) Update the parameters by:
• θi ← θi − λ m√v+ε
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Stochastic learning
For deep learning tasks, the dataset is usually huge, making it very expensive to
compute predictions and gradients for the complete training set. One method to
overcome this is so-called stochastic learning, which means to divide the training
set into mini-batches and for each mini-batch update the parameters[36][37].
With stochastic learning, we must determine the size of the mini-batches. A
good practice is to choose that each batch approximates the whole training set
while also being computationally efficient. In stochastic learning, usually, valida-
tion is done after the entire training set has passed trough the model, also known
as an epoch.
Regularization
To avoid over fitting adding a regularisation penalty Lreg to the loss function can
significantly improve generalization of a model
Ltotal = Ltask + αLreg (3.26)
since the regularization term Lreg is a function with respect to the parameter
weights θw that penalties weights with high values, forcing parameters to have a
lower values. α is the regularization penalty coefficient that need to be tuned, if
chosen to large the models are prone to under fit. Common choices of regularisation
penalties the L1 and L2 norm defined as








In this section, we have given a brief introduction to how deep learning models
are optimized and that adding a regularization penalty can give better general-
ization. In the next sections, we will provide descriptions of the implemented
deep learning components and how gradients of parameters are being computed
by backpropagation.
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3.3 Deep learning model components
So far we have given an description, of supervised learning and how supervised
deep learning frameworks are being trained by gradient descent. In this section
we aim to describe the two types of model components used which are:
• Dense neural networks
• 1 dimensional Convolution neural networks (1D CNN)
3.3.1 Dense Neural networks classifier
Figure 3.3: A dense neural network.
A dense neural network can be represented as a network diagram as shown in
Figure 3.3. Figure 3.3 shows a sketch of a dense neural network classifier with L
layers and an n[l] nodes in layer l. It takes a input as a flatten feature vector ~x then
passed forward to nodes in the hidden layers. At each node there is a function











where g is an non linear activation function, wljk is a weight (shown as an edge in
Figure 3.3), a
[l−1]
j is activation’s from the previous layer, and a bias term b
[l]
k . This
function can be vectorised for a entire hidden layer l as a linear combination z[l]
inside an activation function g
z[l] = (W [l])Ta[l−1] + b[l] (3.30)
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a[l] = g(z[l]) (3.31)
where W [l] is a weight matrix for layer l, b[l] is a bias vector, and a[l−1] is activa-
tion vector from previous layer. In the final layer L the activation function are
normally removed or adapted to fit the desired output. At the final output layer
the computations can be written as
z[L] = (W [L])Ta[L−1] + b[L] (3.32)
a[L] = s(z[L]) = ŷ (3.33)
where s is the modified activation function. z[L] are often referred to as logits,
and the output values ŷ is predicted output confidence scores. For a binary clas-






As mentioned the parameters in a neural network needs to be optimized by gradient
descent based methods. In this section we aim to derive how gradients of weights
and bias term of dense neural network is calculated by back propagation.
To update the parameters we need to calculate the partial derivative of the loss











for all layers and nodes.
Since a neural network is a series of linear combinations followed by none linear







































kj for l = 1, .., L− 1 (3.37)
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From the above equation you may see that the output layer needs specific handling
according to the chosen loss function however the layers from L− 1 to 1 are only
dependent of the layer in front and the activation function. This allow us to back
propagate meaning updating the weights starting at the output layer, moving
backwards to the input layer[40].
Vectorization
Since dense layer are mainly a linear combination followed by a nonlinear activation
ANN can be vectorized with several inputs at once. Meaning that we can derive
forward pass and propagation of a input matrix X = [x1, x2, ..., xm] with shape
nx ×m.
In the forward pass the linear combination Z [l] and activation A[l] at layer l
can be written as follows
Z [l] = W [l]TA[l−1] +B[l] and A[l] = g(Z [l]) (3.39)
where Z [l], A[l], B[l] is of shape n[l] × m and W [l] is of shape n[l−1] × nl. As an











′(Z [l]) ◦ (W [l+1]Jz[l+1](C)) (3.42)
Jz[L](C) = Ŷ − Y (3.43)
where Jz[L](C) is the Jacobian of vectorized cross entropy loss with respect to
z[l], 1(m) is an m dimensional column vector with value ones and ◦ represent the
operation of element vise multiplication (Hadamard product)[41]. The vectorized
cross entropy loss C can be defined as
C = − 1
m
1(ny)
T (Ŷ ◦ log Y )1(m) (3.44)
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The purpose of showing this example is to show that dense neural networks allow
for an array of input vectors. Further, the forward pass and backpropagation can
be significantly be sped up by parallel high-performance computing.
3.3.2 Activation functions
The activation functions g has traditionally been the sigmoid or tanh function
but has been less popular later years since its gradients vanish for large and small
input values. This is an issue since parameters require gradients to be updated by
gradient descent.
Figure 3.4: Plots of popular activation function and its derivative.
The choice of activation functions is still an area of research and in the later
years rectified linear unit (ReLU) function
ReLU(z) = max{0, z} (3.45)
has become a more popular choice[42]. Even though the ReLU function is not
differentiable at x = 0, it is seldom an issue in real-life applications. Figure 3.4
shows the different activation functions and their derivatives.
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ReLU has been shown in practice to yield better results. Another issue with
ReLu is that the gradient is zero for negative input values, meaning the problem
of vanishing gradients is not completely resolved. As an alternative to ReLU, the
leaky ReLU tackles this issue further to some degree[42].
3.3.3 1D convolution neural networks (CNN)
Even though Convolutional neural networks (CNN) have existed for over 30 years,
the later years CNN has gotten a lot of traction because of their groundbreaking
performance on image data[43][40]. One of the breakthroughs in convolution neural
networks in modern days was AlexNet proposed by Krizhevsky in 2012 that out
preformed traditional machine learning methods[44]. Another aspect of why CNN
has become increasingly popular is because we are now able to train massive data
set on much faster computer hardware. Which solves one of the early drawbacks
with neural networks; that optimization of millions of parameters is computation
expensive. Especially graphical processor units (GPUs) and parallelization have
significantly increased the speed of optimization when training on large datasets;
this is also a major reason for why CNN today has become so popular.
Most of the research into CNN has done for large datasets with multichannel
two dimensional (2D) images. However, recent research into one dimensional (1D)
CNN has gotten more attention. As [40] points out, one of the major drawbacks
when training a deep CNN (many hidden layers) is that CNN requires a massive
data set to achieve reasonable generalization. For many 1D dimensional applica-
tions, this may not be viable since the size of a labeled dataset is generally smaller,
and therefore deep 1D CNN can result in over fitting and poor generalization.
1D convolution layer
The traditional architecture of a CNN consists of stacked convolutional layers with
max pooling in between. After the final convolutional layer, the output is flattened
and passed through a dense (fully connected) layers. Figure 3.5 show an example
of such architecture, and its details will be explained in this section.







[l−1] ∗K [l]d )j,d + b
[l]
d ) (3.46)
Where g is the activation function y[l−1] ∈ RHin×C is the one dimensional input
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Figure 3.5: Figure of a traditional 1D CNN. With one channel 1D data as input
with two convolutional layers followed by a dense (fully connected ) layer.
with length H and C channels, the filter kernel K [l] ∈ Rk×C×D with kernel size of
k, and D filters has element wise weights w
[l]
m′,c,d and bias term b ∈ RD at layer l
where m′ ∈ {1, .., k}, c ∈ {1, .., C} and d ∈ {1, .., D}. The convolutional operation
x
[l]




[l−1] ∗K [l])j,d + b[l]d (3.47)
where












j,d ∈ RHout×D, with the output length is Hout = Hin − k + 1. In Figure
3.5 and 3.6 there is a down sampling pooling layer after convolutional layer this
common approach in CNNs to reduce the spatial size, and parameters in the
network. Mathematically the down sampling can be expressed with the down








In Figure 3.5, the last layers are fully connected/dense layers in practice; the
output from the last pooling layer is flattened as an input to a dense model.
Figure 3.6 shows an example of a convolutional layer with one filter kernel
with a kernel size of 3, resulting in one output channel. The figure also points out
additional aspects like padding, stride, and dilation.
Figure 3.6: Example of a 1D convolutional layer followed by a ReLu activation
and maxpooling. The convolutional layer has a kernelsize size of 3 and one filter,
dilation and stride is both 1. The two zero padding keeps the output the same size
as the input. The maxpooling layer is a down sampling layer where the maximum
value in the window is returned. In the figure the pooling window is 3.
Stride: Stride is the step length for the convolutional operation. In Figure
3.6, the stride is 1, meaning it the kernel moves one step at the time. Stride is a
hyperparameter that heavily determine the output size.
Padding: When preforming convolutional operation the output may have
lower dimension than the input size. A solution to this, is to add padding to the
edges of the input vector. A common choice is to add zero padding (as in Figure
3.6). The output size Hout for stride S, filter size F , input size Hin and padding
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P can be calculated by the formula
Nout =
Nin − F + 2P
S
+ 1
if S = 1 we can achieve same Hout = Hin by choosing the padding to be
P = (F − 1)/2 (3.50)
assuming that the results is divisible.
Kernel size: At each convolutional layer, several filters can be applied. The
output then gets an added depth for each filter added. In implementations of CNN
this the number of filters at each convolutional layer is often referred to as output
channels. The size of a filter is referred to as kernel size. For a 1D CNN the kernel
size is the length of a vector w that the 1D input is convolved with.
Dilation: Dilation is skipping inside values in the kernel, allowing to have a
kernel that covers a larger area without increasing the number of parameters. If
choosing a proper stride, the layer may cover all inputs, as shown in Figure 3.8.
Back propagating
Similar as for dense neural networks computation of gradients of parameters in
convolutional layers is done by backpropgation. Taking the the CNN architecture
proposed in Figure 3.5 as an example the first last dense layer is computed the
same way as for dense neural networks (Section 3.3.1). Further we need to compute












For simplicity in notation we assume that the input has one channel C = 1 and the






















































































































can be differentiate equation 3.47
































































































= rot180◦{∆[l]i } ∗ y
[l−1]
m′ . (3.62)









j is up sampled by an inverse mapping as for the
down sampler. In the case of maxpooling where the maximum value inside a max
pooling window is returned, the index the returned maximum value is stored such
that only the gradient from the maximum value is computed[45][4][46].
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3.3.4 CNN for time series applications
In the realm of sequence modeling, the go-to architectures have been recurrent
neural networks (RNN)[47]. However, in the later years, CNNs have shown to per-
form on par or even better than the state-of-the-art RNNs in various of different se-
quence modeling tasks, such as word translation, and audio synthesis[1][48][49][50].
Sequence to sequence modelling performers a feature mapping, for a given
input sequence x1, x2, ..., xT , to a target prediction output y1, y2, ..., yT . The general
constraint of sequence modelling is that they only can use previous observation
and its current to perform predictions. Meaning that sequence models can not see
into the ”future” to perform predictions[1].
RNNs is a family of neural network modules that are dedicated to sequence
modeling. The main idea of RNNs is that they carry through a hidden state vector
that ”remember” temporal dependencies. RNNs also allows for mapping of any
input length to an output of the same length. Figure 3.7 show the general structure
of RNN architectures.
Figure 3.7: General structure of sequence to sequence RNN architecture. Where
the hidden state is transferred to future predictions.
Compared to classical feed-forward networks, the training process for RNNs
are generally more difficult. Further, RNNs are prone to the vanishing/exploding
gradient problem[51][52], and often require fine-tuning of its hyper-parameters,
and architecture adaption to the specific task at hand[1].
For CNN in time series applications, the standard is a sequence to sequence
model that generates an output with the same lengths as the input. There are
several important reasons for why CNN is a solution to sequence modeling, and
some [1] points out some of them are;
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Figure 3.8: Overview of how a CNN can cover input features in its output by
choosing proper dilation. This type overview is similar to the temporal CNN
architecture proposed in [1].
• Parallelism: For CNN, the same operations and filters are applied for over
the entire sequence, allowing for long time series sequences to be passed
through in parallel.
• Modification to the receptive field: The receptive field of CNN is an
important aspect form learning temporal dependencies of a CNN. Adjust-
ing the dilation or filter size throughout the convolutions layers, are viable
options to modify the ”memory” of the model, and can be modified to the
particular task at hand.
• Stable gradients: CNN are less prone to the problem of vanishing and
exploding gradients while back-propagating[52].
• Potential for lower memory requirements. RNN requires storage of
hidden states, and cell gates when back-propagating. CNN does not neces-
sarily require this, and therefore CNN can be less memory bound, especially
for long sequences during training.
However, there is also drawbacks and challenges compare to RNN and some of
them are
• Data storage during training: During validation, RNN takes the current
observation and the a hidden state vector as input to create a prediction. In
most cases this require less storage than CNN, since CNN requires the same
input length as it had during training.
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• Application in different problem domains: Different problem domains
might have different requirements to ”remembering” dependencies. This can
be adjusted by modifying the receptive fields of the layers, but this needs
Modification for the task at hand. See Figure 3.8 for a overview of how
dilation can increase the receptive field, while still cover all input features.
This restrictions might constrain CNN architectures in some applications,
and should be considered.
• Fixed input and output lengths: Traditionally CNN requires a fixed in-
put length and a fixed output. RNN resolves this issue, which is particularly
relevant for many time series applications where the input length may be
varying. Even though new convolution approaches somewhat resolve this, it
is a relative task-dependent whether these convolutional approaches resolve
this issue.
We have defined our problem as a time series segmentation problem, and in
contrast to sequence models
• We are not constraint to only use current and previous observations to per-
form a prediction, meaning we able to ”peek” into the future.
• The target output is the same shape as the input. Reducing the need for
RNNs that can handle varying input sizes.
3.4 Further deep learning details
In this section, we aim to list some further details about neural networks that have
not yet been mentioned but are important to consider.
3.4.1 Data preparation
Deep learning methods are often very dependent on its input and a common
method to ensure that input features with different scales have equal importance
is by centering and normalization of the input data.
In the case of EV detection, we might argue that normalization is of less impor-
tance since the aim is to detect loads above a certain threshold. By normalizing,
some of this information might get lost, which becomes less obvious when data is
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normalized. The master thesis by B. Fesche explored this, and their findings said
that not normalizing the input features gave overall better results[3]. Therefore
in this thesis, we do not normalize our input data. This result, is consistent with a
classical paper by J. Kelly that reach the same conclusion that for neural network
in the domain of NILM it might be beneficial to not normalize our data[53].
3.4.2 Weight initialisation
Before training a neural network, the parameters have to be initialized, and how
this is done can impact the performance. The bias terms is usually initialized to
be zero or to ensure the nodes ”fires off” at the begging of the training process.
They can also be initialized to have a small value.
For the weights, its important with proper initialization. An example of what
not to do is to initialize all parameters with the same value since this results in
all weights having the same gradient, and further, they all are learning the same
thing.
It has been shown that initializing the weights with small random numbers
with zero mean and variance scaled according to the input and output size has
shown to work well, and has become a standard method for initialization[54].
3.4.3 Batch normalization
Batch normalization is a technique that forces the linear combinations within nodes
to have a unit Gaussian distribution. The motivation for performing batch normal-
ization is to reduce the covariance shift, which can be defined as; ”... the change in
the distribution of the network activation’s due to the change of network param-
eters during training”[55]. Results have shown that this has made models more
robust and less dependent on proper weight initialization[55].
1D Batch normalization normalizes an batch to have unit variance and zero
mean per dimension. If we have a d-dimensional input x = (x1, x2, ..., xd), where
each element of x is a vector. The normalization per dimension can be written out




γi + βi (3.63)
where γi and βi is a parameters per dimension that scales the shift of the normalized
values, these parameters may be optimized during training. The idea to introduce
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γ and β is to make sure to not constrain what the layers may represent[55]. An
example of this is shown in Figure 3.9 that shows normalizing the input of a
sigmoid activation reduces the non linearity of the activation.
Figure 3.9: Comparing normalized and non normalized batch input into an sigmoid
activation. Showing that normalized activation’s becomes close to linear.
3.5 Summary
In the theory section, we have described feature-based clustering of time series,
and the implemented clustering method of GMM. This theory is relevant for the
problem of EV load profiling.
Further, we presented the supervised classification/segmentation problem, and
details about the deep learning frameworks relevant for the problem of EV event
detection. Which is dense and convolutional neural networks.
In the next chapter we will provide a detailed description of our methods for





In this chapter we describe the methods, for solving the two problems relevant for
this thesis, that is
• EV load profiling by Gaussian mixture modeling of detrended load
profiles: We propose detrending the raw smart meter series before extract-
ing load profiles. With the aim to discover underlying patterns unique to
EV owners, that charges their EV at home.
• EV event detection by exploring different CNN architectures: We
present the models based on previous research, as well as a newly proposed
modified version of UTime. The aim with these models is to capture in-
stances when an EV is charging from raw smart meter data.
4.1 EV load profiling: Clustering of weekly-hourly
load profiles
Our proposed method of feature-based clustering method inspired by the data-
driven approaches in [8][24]. The motivation for including EV load profiling is
because of lack of ground truth in our dataset. Resulting in the need for more
validation of our problem of EV detection, and therefore we aim to utilize the EV
load profiling results for comparison.
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Figure 4.1: Diagram showing the steps of the implemented method for EV load
profiling.
A diagram of the clustering process is summarised in Figure 4.1, and can be
described in four stages.
1. Detrending
2. Feature extraction
3. Filtering and normalization
4. Clustering
4.1.1 Detrending
There are several reasons for why we propose detrending the smart meter series
before feature extraction:
• The smart meter series has a strong seasonal trend, as shown in Figure 4.2.
Extracting load profiles from such raw time series leads to a high variation
at each hour of the week. Deterending reduces this variation, and while
preserving meaning-full information regarding EV detection.
• In the EIDSIVA dataset most of the smart meter series have an duration for
about an year. If we where to extract load profiles for each season of the
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year, we would get sparse data points. In order to get more data points,
which are comparable regardless of seasonal change, detrending is required.
• EV charging is assumed to have a high power consumption for shorter peri-
ods. Therefore we might assume that removing the seasonal trend will still
preserve the higher power peeks from EV charging.
Although several detrending algorithms, such as empirical mode decomposition
(EMD)[56] and locally estimated scatterplot smoothing (LESS)[57], were consid-
ered, we have chosen a process of removing the mean of neighboring values. The
reasoning for this approach is because of its robustness and speed when imple-
mented on a large amount of smart meter series. There is also little need for
supervision to verify whether the proper trend where removed, making it easier to
implement for large datasets. Further, by removing the average, it is reasonable
to assume that the characteristics of EV charging are preserved if we choose a
proper window size since these events have a relatively short pulse of high power
consumption.
The implemented detrending process can be described as follows: If we assume
a time series x = [x1, x2, x3, ..., xT ], with duration T and define a window size of L











< j < T − L
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(4.1)
To remove seasonal trend we may simply subtract the trend cj from point xi
xj − cj for
L
2
< j < T − L
2
. (4.2)
Note the first and last L
2
elements of the series is omitted when detrending. Figure
4.2 shows an example of detrending a consumer in the Eidsiva data set.
After detrending, we extract weekly-hourly load profiles (a feature for every
hour of the week).
4.1.2 Feature extraction
The three separate features we extracted is




j=1 xh,j for h = 1, 2, .., 168
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Figure 4.2: Detrended smart meter load series by removing the rolling mean from
the eidsiva dataset.












for h = 1, 2, .., 168







for h = 1, 2, .., 168
Nh is how many measurement points there is for the hth hour of the week, starting
from Monday and ending on Sunday. These features are extracted for each cus-
tomer. Figure 4.3 shows an example of mean and kurtosis feature extracted from
Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.3: Mean and kurtosis features extracted from Figure 4.2.
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4.1.3 Filtering and normalization
Since outliers can negatively influence clustering algorithms, a Hampel filter is
applied to replace outliers above a certain threshold from the median, typically
three standard deviations from the median[8][58]. In practice, the Hampel filter is
applied elementwise in the feature space, which means that for each hour of the
week, outliers more than three standard deviations from the median at the current
hour of the week is replaced with the median.






where µ and σ is the mean and variance of feature vector x, respectively. By
normalizing the relative shape compared to its windowed, the trend is emphasized.
Due to the spike of the kurtosis and skewness in the weekends (see Figure 4.3)
the hours from 129 to 168 is excluded, resulting in input index has the range h =
1, 2, .., 128. Meaning, the feature vector is hourly profiles from Monday to Friday
night. These filtered and normalized features will be used as input observation
into the Gaussian mixture model.
4.1.4 Gaussian mixture modelling (GMM)
The choice of the clustering algorithm is GMM, and the algorithm is described
in Chapter 3.1.2. Motivation for this is because of its resemblance to K-means
that has previously been used for clustering of smart meter data but allows for
soft cluster assignment and none symmetric decision boundaries in the feature
space[30][15]. Allowing for different variations in the each feature dimension.
GMM does not require a predefined distance measure. A challenge with GMM
is that they require a predefined number of clusters k. However, it has been shown
that the methods have proven successful for clustering time series[59].
For this thesis, we aim to separate registered EV owners into distinct clusters.
Therefore we can experiment with the different numbers of components in order to
achieve good separation. Furthermore, we will use the concentration of EV owners
within a cluster to determine cluster has captured uniqueness between some EV
owners. The concentration of EV owners within a cluster is simply defined as
Number of EV owners within a cluster
Total number of customers within a cluster
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4.1.5 Implementation
The prepossessing and detrending procedure by the popular Python libraries NumPy
and Pandas[60][61].
The implemented Gaussian mixture is from scikit-learn, a python library with
different tools for machine learning tasks, which optimizes by using the described
EM algorithm[62]. For GMM the number of components needs to be predefined as
well as the structure of covariance matrices. These settings need to be explored,
in the experiments reported in Chapter 6.
4.2 Proposed models for EV event detection
As an observant reader may have noticed, we have chosen an approach of using
convolutional and dense components in our deep learning models. There are mainly
two types of models we explore in this thesis:
1. The first one is based on the CNN architectures from earlier research of EV
event detection. In this project, they are referred to as convolutional+atuoencoders.
In essence they consist of convolutional layers, followed by dense layers.
2. The second model is UTime, which is a fully convolutional network inspired
by the popular UNet. Utime has previously been proposed for the segmen-
tation of medical sleep stage data[4]. Since our problem are a segmentation
problems as well, we propose a modified version of UTime for the application
of EV event detection.
4.2.1 Convolutional + Autoencoder
The main idea behind the Convolutional+Autoencoder architecture is that the
convolutional layers extracts low level features from an aggregated power signal.
Further, the output from the convolutional layers are passed through the autoen-
coder that performs reconstruction of the EV charging signal, or in our case pre-
diction of EV event detection[2]. The convolutional feature extracting/pattern-
matching phase is similar to the cross-correlation filtering in [23]. However, the
filter weights in the convolutional+autoencoder is trained and not cross correlated
with charging signatures from a database.
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Figure 4.4: Overview of a CNN+autoencoder. The CNN performs pattern match-
ing, with the raw input signal, and the autoencoder maps the out put to from the
CNN to the prediction output space.
Autoencoder
The proposed autoencoder consist of an encoder and a decoder. In our case the
input to the encoder is the output from the last convolutional layer, see Figure 4.4
for an overview.
The encoder g is a deconstruction phase consisting of dense layers that performs
the feature mapping of input features x to a lower dimension embedding z
g : x→ z. (4.4)
Followed by the encoder there is decoder phase that performs ”reconstruction” of
z into the predictive space y
h : z → y. (4.5)
Figure 4.4 shows an outlier of the CNN+autoencoder architecture proposed in [2]
and will be referred to as CNN+AUTO. A variation to this is to remove the decoder
phase and use z as predictive output. This type of model with only the encoder,
is the type of model proposed in [6][3], and will be named CNN+ENCODER, and
are more similar to a traditional CNN architecture described in Chapter 3.
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Proposed models
In this project, three different convolutional + autoencoder is explored. All ar-
chitectures are summarised in Figure 4.5, showing all the details of all mod-
els. The models will be referred to as CNN+AUTO, CNN+ENCODER, and
CNN+DENSE.
• CNN+AUTO is the proposed convolutional network proposed in [2].
• CNN+ENCODER is equivalent to the model proposed in [6][3].
• CNN+DENSE is a new model for the task of EV detection. The architecture
is similar, but not identical to the model described in a survey of 1D CNN[40].
Figure 4.5: The three proposed CNN+Autoencoder architectures. CNN+AUTO
is based on [2], CNN+ENCODER is based on [3] and CNN+DENSE is the first
guess of CNN from the initial experiment exploring different sampling rates.
In the convolutional layer, CNN+AUTO and CNN+DENSE have a kernel size
of 5, and CNN+ENCODER has a kernel size of 4. CNN+AUTO and CNN+ENCODER
have no pooling layers and linear activation resulting in a relatively low receptive
field in the feature extraction phase. Therefore we might expect a long sequence
input not to be beneficial since the feature extraction phase mostly captures lo-
cal dependencies. However, we might also guess that these models might work
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if the filter sizes match patterns of charge events. The CNN+DENSE model has
two convolutional layers with ReLu activation and with max-pooling in between.
This increases the receptive field in the second convolutional layer. Otherwise,
the model has a similar architecture to the CNN+ENCODER model in its dense
layers.
Number of parameters
For all the proposed CNN+autoencoder architectures; varying the input lengths
requires modification of the first dense layer to be fully connected with the output
from the last convolutional layer. Also the last layer requires modification to have
the same output lengths as the input. If we assume that the convolutional layers
is zero padded such that the dimensionality is preserved. The input length of the
first dense layer in CNN+AUTO and CNN+ENCODER becomes
l1.dense = D · (lsql − 1) (4.6)
where lsql is the input sequence length, and D the number of filters in the kernel.
Figure 4.6 shows that the number of parameters increases linearly, as the input
lengths is increasing.
Figure 4.6: Number of parameters in the proposed CNN+Autosencoders for vary-
ing input sequence lengths.
In the experiments, we aim to investigate how the models perform with different
input lengths. The experimental results and conclusion of the best performing
CNN+Autoencoder architecture will is reported in Chapter 7.
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4.2.2 U-time: A one dimensional U-net
U-net is a fully convolutional network image segmentation[63] (classifying all pixel
of an input image) and has proven to work well for a variation of image seg-
mentation tasks, such bio medical image segmentation[63]. Inspired by U-Net a
time-series variation of U-Net has been proposed as UTime. UTime is a fully
feed-forward deep learning approach for time series segmentation developed for
the analysis of sleep stage data. The segmentation is done by classifying every
sampling point of a fixed length time series signal and then aggregate these clas-
sifications over fixed intervals to preform segment predictions[4].
U-time architecture[4]
Figure 4.7: Figure of the proposed UTime architecture for sleep stage
classification[4].
U-time is a fully convolutional autoencoder network with a segment classifier
as its final module. For this project, the segment classifier is omitted since we
want predictions for every time point of our time series.
U-time requires a fixed input length x ∈ Rt×C where t is the number of sample
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points and C is the number of input channels. Further U-time aims to give class
confidence scores for T connected segments of length i of the connected signal
segment. The input length can be rewritten as t = i · T .
The U-Time model can be formulated as
f(x; θ) : RT×i×C → RT×K (4.7)
with parameters θ that maps x to class confidence scores for predicting K classes
for all T segments. The model processes a 1D signal of length t = T · i in each
channel[4]. Further, the model can be divided into three sub-modules an encoder,
decoder, and a segment classifier:
Encoder: Takes the input signal through four convolutional blocks where two
one-dimensional dilated convolutions is followed by batch normalization and a
max-pooling layer as the final step of the block. As a final step of the encoder,
two one dimensional dilated convolutions are followed by batch normalization.
The original UTime proposes stacked dilation and an aggressive downsampling
rate by choosing large max-pooling windows in order to increase the receptive field
of the model output. If the pooling window Pb after encoder block b the minimum
input sequence length can be computed by




where B is the number of encoder blocks since the convolutional operations are
zero-padded such that input dimensionality is preserved.
Decoder: (”reconstruction phase”) The decoder has four transpose convo-
lutional blocks described in the encoder, meaning that they first up samples at
the same rate as the encoder down samples. After each up sample, convolution
followed by batch normalization is performed. The output from batch normaliza-
tion is concatenated with the corresponding batch normalization from the encoder.
Then a new convolutional layer is followed by batch normalization. The final con-
volutional layer is modified to have the dimensionality Rt×K giving a confidence
score for K classes for each timestamp in x.
Segment classifier: The segment classifier classifies i section of length T from
the output of the last decoder block. It achieves this by taking the output of the
last decoder block through a layer of average pooling with width i and stride i,
then passed through a pointwise convolutional kernel (kernel size 1). That results
in a classification score array of shape T ×K[4].
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The original UTime had a kernel size of 5 and a dilation of 9 for all convolutions
layers. The encoder blocks had 16, 32, 64 128, and 256 filters respectively, and the
decoder had 128, 64, 32, 16 Filters. Since the model tried to segment five sleep
stages, the final output of the encoder where a convolution layer with five filters
with a tanh activation. The pooling windows where P1 = 10, P2 = 8, P3 = 6
and P4 = 4 such that the minimum sequence length is 1920. For the problem EV
detection of hourly smart meter data this results in a minimum input length of
80 days. Since smart meter data often has missing values, the pooling windows
should be modified to handle shorter input lengths.
Modified UTime for EV detection
The proposed modified UTime for EV detection has the same number of filters and
kernel size as the original. For the problem of EV detection, the last convolutional
layer has one filter because it is a binary classification problem, and as mentioned
the segment classifier is omitted. Further, the pooling windows is changed to 2,
and dilation to 1. The reasoning for these changes is because of the lower sampling
rate of hourly smart meter data. We would expect charge events to have a duration
of a few hours (1 - 12 hours), and therefore decreasing the dilation, the filters will
still be able to cover the charge events, and capture surrounding dependencies.
These modification is also allow handling of short input lengths.







Figure 4.8 shows the details of the modified UTime with B encoder blocks
and B − 1 decoder blocks and pooling windows at the current block b is Pb. The
number of parameters of the UTime model with different depths is listed in Table
4.1. It should also be noted that the smaller pooling windows make the model more
memory-bound since the last batch normalization layers in the encoder blocks has
to be stored because of the skip connections (concatenation between the encoder
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and decoder blocks).
When experimenting with the proposed UTime architecture, the depth and
input length is explored, and the results is reported in Chapter 7.
Figure 4.8: Proposed modified UTime for the task of EV detection.
4.2.3 Implementation of deep learning models
All deep learning models proposed are implemented with PyTorch, a python library
for deep learning that enables automatic differentiation and hardware acceleration
both by multiprocessing of CPUs and Cuda enabled GPUs[64].
4.2.4 Why CNN?
As discussed in Chapter 3.3.4, a natural choice of temporal data is RNN. However,
in this thesis, we use CNN architectures exclusively. Why is that?
Our problem is defined as a time series segmentation problem, where we are
allowed to peek into the future to perform predictions, which is usually a constraint
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in sequence modeling. Removing this constraint increases the resembles of our
problem with its 2D image counterpart of image segmentation.
In the field of 2D images, CNN architectures are at the forefront of the state-of-
the-art. As discussed in Chapter 3.3.4, CNN is an attractive solution since it have
proven to work well for temporal data, and offer benefits such as robustness and
speed while training, and the great speedup by parallelization during evaluations.
Further, another consideration is the method our data set is generated. Since
we add charge sequences at random on top of smart meter data (see Chapter 5)
we might expect that an RNN might have a more difficult time learning temporal
dependencies from previous observations.
4.3 EV detection of a long smart meter sequence
A smart meter series from a customer have long duration’s, compared the required
model input length. In this section we propose a sliding window approach to
detecting EV charge events of long smart meter sequences, giving us several con-
fidence scores for each time point, and reducing the number of missing values in
our predictions.
The models suggested requires a fixed sequence length l, where the prediction
ŷi ∈ Rl of such an input vector xi ∈ Rl can be written as
f(xi) = ŷi (4.9)
where f is the predictive model. The models can also predict batches B of input
sequences for faster computation. The vectorization of f can be written as
f(X) = Ŷ (4.10)
where X ∈ RB×1×l and Ŷ ∈ RB×l.
When predicting EV charge events for a long smart meter sequence t = [t1, t2, .., tN ]
of length N a rolling window of step size 1 is applied resulting in row wise vector
of the input array X to be expressed as
Xi,1,: = [ti, ti+1, ti+2, .., ti+l] for i = [1, 2, ..., N − l] (4.11)
where X is of shape N − l × 1× l with the assumption l < N . Since most smart
meter signals have some missing values (NaNs), and since f can’t handle this. All
elements for row vectors xi that containing NaN is set to zero, and after computing,
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Figure 4.9: Description the implemented prediction of a long smart meter data
sequences. The input sequence is stacked to fit the required sequence length of a
model f by a rolling window approach. Since model f cant handle missing values
(marked as red), they are set to zero in the input matrix X and set back to the
missing value in Y before restacked in the predictive matrix. The final prediction
of the input sequence is the mean of all relevant predictions (mean along the second
axis excluding missing values).
the output Ŷ , corresponding row vectors containing NaNs in X is set back to all
NaNs in Ŷ . The predictions Ŷ is then restacked in a N × l prediction matrix to
fit the prediction of elements in t. The final confidence score of a point tn is done
by computing the mean of all non NaN predictions for tn. By using a constructed
prediction matrix, this is done by computing the mean along the second axis,
excluding all NaN values. Then the final prediction vector of the same size as t
will either have a confidence score of EV charging or a missing value where the
prediction was not possible. Figure 4.9 summarizes the method of prediction and
construction of the prediction matrix.
By implementing this rolling window method, we can see that the number
of NaN predictions is significantly reduced compared to if the input sequence is
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restacked into input matrix X. However, this method is also more computationally
expensive, especially for models that require long input lengths. The trade-off
of between computation time and the proposed NaN handling technique is worth
considering in practical implementations.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter we have provided a description about the model details for the
problem of EV load profiling, and EV event detection. Further we described the
implemented process of EV event detection of long smart meter sequences, which
allows for less missing values, and several confidence scores for each time stamp.
Before presenting our experiments, we describe the datasets used in this thesis.
The dataset chapter, requires special attention and care full reading, since we





In this chapter we describe the different data sources used, and the method of
generating a labeled dataset. The last section gives and description of the different
datasets that will be referenced in the experiments.
5.1 Data sources
The three data sources used in this project are:
• ACN-Data: A containing real-life EV charge signals[65]. Charge event from
this data source, will be added to charge smart meter data where no EV
charging is present.
• UK-dale: High-resolution smart meter data from five residential homes in
the United Kingdom[66]. This data source allow us to investigate how the
problem of EV event detection is affected by the sampling rate of the smart
meter, and we know for certainty that no charge events is present.
• Eidsiva: Large data set provided by Eidsiva (a DSO in Norway). Containing
power consumption from residential homes in Norway, as well as information
about customers with an EV registered to its household.
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5.1.1 The ACN-Data dataset
ACN-Dataset is an open dataset that contains workplace EV charging sessions,
which is continuously being updated. The dataset comes from two Adaptive Charg-
ing Networks (ACN) located in California[65]. The two locations are Caltech and
JPL.
Caltech is a research university located in Pasadena. They collect data from
54 EVSEs (Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment or charging stations), including 50
kW DC fast chargers. The Caltech charging stations is open to the public and are
located in a parking garage near the campus gym. Since it is close to the gym,
many drivers charge their EVs while working out in the morning or evening[65].
JPL is a national research lab located in La Canada. The site currently offers
50 EVSEs and is only open to employees.
For each charging session, a variety of data is collected. For this project, we
are interested in the time series of power consumption when an EV is charging.
ACN-DATA does not provide this directly. However, we can convert the available
current signal to a power signal if we assume a constant voltage and use knowledge
about the energy delivered when charging. Figure 5.1 shows nine charging currents
downloaded from ACN-DATA.
Converting current to power signal
As mentioned, ACN-DATA does not provide a power signal directly, but we can
convert the available current signal to a power signal by assuming a constant
voltage and in addition use knowledge about the energy delivered during charging.
When converting the current I(t) to a power signal P (t) we assume constant
voltage V . The proportionality can be written as
P (t) = V · I(t).




P (t)dt = V
∫
I(t)dt







Figure 5.1: Nine examples of charging currents downloaded from ACN-Data. The
sampling rate is 1 minute.
Taking into account energy unit of kWh and 1 minute sampling rate the imple-








From ACN-DATA current signal from charge events between May 2018 and Febru-
ary 2019 was downloaded. Charging sessions with energy delivery of less than
4kWh was excluded. Note that not all events in this periods where downloaded,
only a subset of charge event during this period.
The following cleanup was conducted:
• Keeping charge events within 90% confidence interval of estimated voltage
to remove outliers.
• Removing charge events with a duration shorter than 1 hour.
After cleanup 3109 of 3391 charge events remained.
Figure 5.2 and 5.3 show distributions of estimated voltage, power, charge du-
ration, and energy delivered of the dataset after cleanup. Most charge events have
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a maximum power of between 3kW and 7kW, indicating that the charge events
comes from a semi-fast and slow EV chargers that may also be installed in residen-
tial homes. However, there are few charging instances with the expected maximum
power from a type-c outlet.
Figure 5.2: Histogram representation of charge events after cleanup
Figure 5.3: Histogram of the maximum power in the downloaded charge events
after converting the current signal to power signal. It shows two dominant power
peaks (at around 3.25kW and 6.8kW)
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5.1.2 UK-DALE
UK-DALE (UK Domestic Appliance Level Electricity) is an open dataset from 5
UK residential houses where power demand is recorded. For all five houses, the
total and individual appliance power demand is recorded every 6 seconds[66].
In this project, we are interested in the aggregated power signal (sum of all
appliances) as a smart meter series. The 6s sampling rate of UK-DALE allows us
to explore model performance for higher sampling rates. Table 5.1 shows the days
registered for each household.
Table 5.1: Start and end dates, and number of days recorded for each household
in UK-DALE.
House Start end Days of data
1 09/11/2012 26/04/2017 27852
2 17/02/2013 10/10/2013 4010
3 27/02/2013 08/04/2013 673
4 09/03/2013 01/10/2013 3516
5 29/06/2014 13/11/2014 2344
5.1.3 Smart meter data from EIDSIVA
The Eidsiva dataset contains smart meter series from 8316 customers from the
Hedmark-Oppland region in Norway. The data is represented as a time-series,
with a sampling frequency of one hour. The identity of customers is anonymized
internally at Eidsiva before provided to the participants of this project. The time
series has two variables ”date and time” and ”kWh/h”. The unit kWh/h is the
rate of active energy transferred per unit of time h(hours). Figure 5.4 shows the a
summary of the Eidsiva dataset before cleanup resampled to daily consumption.
In addition, Eidsiva has provided information about customers within the data
set that has registered an EV (or hybrid vehicle) to its household. This allows us
to divide the households into two categories: no EV and EV customers. For the
households with registered EV, we know the EV model and month of registration.
This information will become useful when validating and training on unlabeled
data since we may separate time series with a higher likelihood of containing EV
charging.
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Figure 5.4: Brief summary of the Eidsiva dataset re sampled to daily consumption.
Note the obvious seasonal trend and that most smart meter data is from mid 2018
to August 2019.
Cleaning: EIDSIVA
The data provided from Eidsiva is a real life data set that requires cleaning. In
this section we list how the data is cleaned and processed.
• Linearly interpolate data gaps shorter than 3 hours.
• Remove duplicate value and keep the maximum values.
• When anonymizing the data some small negative values occurs, this are
handled by setting the negative values to zero.
• Exclude households that are missing 10% of their values.
• Exclude households that have a data gap larger than one week (168 hours).
This might indicate faulty meter.
• The starting time for households with registered EV is moved to the time
when an EV is registered on the household.
• Households with registered EV and non registered EV is separated.
After cleanup, the Eidsiva dataset is divided into five separate data groups, shown
in Table 5.2. The data groups train, test and validation is customers with no
registered EV, and the data group EV and Before EV contains smart meter series
of EV owners after and before the time of EV registration.
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Table 5.2: Number of consumer loads in the respective categorized data set after
cleanup. Note that EV loads are owner with registered EV and No EV is owners
with non registered EV.
No registered EV Registered EV
Category Train Validation Test EV Before EV
Number of
smart meter series
1892 924 946 2487 1038
5.2 Generating a labeled data set
As previously mentioned, training of deep neural networks requires a large dataset
to generalize well[40]. A large labeled data set has been difficult to get a hold of,
and therefore the approach of generating labeled data is proposed. The main idea
is to randomly add power signals from EV charge events on top of smart meter
data where we know there are no EV charge events present.
The implemented method of generating a labeled dataset we need to predefine
three values:
• A fixed sequence length lsql. Since our model requires a fixed input length
the smart meter series, needs to be partitioned into segments with a fixed
length lsql.
• The probability of a partitioned segment is containing EV charging: pEV .
• The maximum number of EV charge events NEV that can be added to a
partitioned segments.
When generating the data set; we iterate over the smart-meter series that does
not contain EV charging: For the current smart meter series the total length is L
and the following process is done:
1. Randomly draw L/lsql start positions from a discrete uniform distribution
U(0, ltotal − lsql) and generate segments with a length of lsql from the drawn
start positions. If there are any missing values in the segments it is disre-
garded.
2. For every segments we determine if it will contain EV charging session by
drawing from a binomial distribution B(1, pev).
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3. If the value drawn is 1: between 1 and NEV EV charge events will be added to
the segments with random start positions, they may overlap. The number
and which events from ACN-data to be added is decided at random from
discrete uniform distribution.
4. The labeled ground truth of a charge event will have a value of 1 where the
power from charge session is larger than 1kW and 0 elsewhere.
Figure 5.5 shows a flowchart how the labeled data set is created.




For clarity in the experiments we describe the different datasets used and that will
be referenced in the experimentation results. An overview of the datasets using
EIDSIVA is shown in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: The different datasets when using the Eidsiva datasource. These data
sets will be referenced during experimentation.
No registered EV Registered EV
Category Train Validation Test EV Before EV
Number of
smart meter series
1892 924 946 2487 1038
EIDSIVA
CLUSTERING X X X X







EIDSIVA CLUSTERING uses the unlabeled data from Eidsiva and will be used
when clustering. The data groups in this dataset are Train, Validation, Test,
and EV (see Table 5.3). The Data groups Validation and Test are merged into
a single group that will be referenced as no EV. When clustering the clustering
is performed with respect to no EV and EV. For further validation of cluster
assignment, the Train set will be used, with the expectation that the train set will
be assigned to cluster whit lower concentration of EV owners.
5.3.2 EIDSIVA EXPLORATION
EIDSIVA EXPLORE will be used to investigate whether our proposed model for
EV event detection is able to detect EV charging. Therefore, the Train set will be
excluded when exploring, see Table 5.3 for the data groups included. Note that
this data set does not contain ground truth about EV charge events.
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5.3.3 ACN+EIDSIVA
ACN+EIDSIVA will be used to train, validate, and compare/test the proposed
model for EV detection. This dataset is labeled from combining ACN with EI-
DSIVA data groups that do not have registered EV owners and have a sampling
rate of one sample per hour.
5.3.4 ACN+UK-DALE
ACN+UKDALE is a labeled data set generated from combing ACN and the UK-
DALE data sources. This data set has the lowest sampling rate of one sample
for every sixths second. This data set will be used to explore EV detection for
different sampling rates.
5.4 Summary
We proposes combining different data sources to generate labeled datasets, and
further define the different dataset used during experimentation. To summarize the
data set EIDSIVA CLUSTER will be used for the problem EV load profiling, while
ACN+UKDALE, and ACN+EIDSIVA will be used for training and comparing the
proposed models for EV event detection. For EV event detection, the models are
also compared by using the unlabeled dataset EIDSIVA EXPLORE.
In the next chapter we will present the EV load profiling results where we use
the EDIDSIVA CLUSTERING dataset.
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Chapter 6
EV load profiling: Results
As previously stated, the motivation for clustering is to investigate whether we are
able to capture some EV owners in separate clusters, which further can be used
as comparisons with the proposed methods of EV event detection. Since the main
focus of this thesis has been the problem of EV event detection, the approach when
clustering has been rather exploratory and highly biased with a single goal in mind.
Therefore the approaches used in this chapter use an exploratory methodology that
we suggest should further be improved upon in later projects.
6.1 GMM of weekly load profiles
When performing the described clustering algorithm in Chapter 4, the window
size when detrending is set to 2 weeks and the Hampel filter has a threshold of 3
standard deviations.
Dataset
Since the aim is to compare clusters with the supervised methods, the train group
is excluded when optimizing the Gaussian mixture model, and EIDSIVA CLUS-
TERING dataset is used (see Chapter 5.3). The clusters are being fitted with
respect to 4357 consumer loads, where 57% has registered an EV (EV). This is
a relative balanced dataset, if we assume not all EV owners charges their EV at
home.
The data group ”Train” will be used as a weak validation whether we are
able to capture some uniqueness to EV owners since this group is assumed not to
contain any customer that charge their EV at home.
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6.2 Experimentation
When performing clustering, the aim is to find individual clusters that capture
some uniqueness to EV owners. To measure this ”uniqueness,” we use the con-
centration of EV owners (the number of EV owners relative to the total number
of customers in a cluster) as an important metric and will be used to determine a
sufficient amount clusters.
The implemented method using sklearn allows for four assumptions to the
covariance matrix (CM):
• tied: ”All components share the same general covariance matrix”.
• full: ”Each component has its own general covariance matrix.”
• diag: ”Each component has its own diagonal covariance matrix.”
• spherical: ”Each component has its own single variance.”
To derive a good choice of components and CM, we conduct the following experi-
ments for all three features:
• We perform GMM from 2 to 8 clusters for all four options of CM.
The clusters with the highest concentration of owners as well as the number of
customers within this cluster will determine whether we have achieved a good
separation. There is also a tradeoff between the number of clusters and EV con-
centration.
Results
The results show that all normalized features were able to generate clusters with a
high concentration of EV owners. From the experimental results, we have chosen
following settings:
• Mean features: 4 components with general diagonal CM for all components.
• Kurtosis features: 3 components with diagonal CM settings.
• Skewness features: 3 components with diagonal CM settings.
and for the non-normalized features:
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• Mean features 3 components with general diagonal CM for all components.
• Kurtosis features: No separation
• Skewness features: No separation
In the next section, we will present the final clustering results for all feature
spaces that were able to separate some EV owners. To ensure stable clustering,
we saw that the EM algorithm reach a stable convergence over 100 initialization.
In general, when performing clustering, we saw stable convergence when fitting all
models. In the next sections, the final clustering results will be presented.
6.3 Final clustering results
Table 6.1 summarizes the final clustering results and Figure 6.2 to 6.4 shows the
detailed clustering results for each of the features. These figures is presented at
the end of this section.
Table 6.1: Cluster assignment for each data group. The clusters with high con-
centration of EV owners is marked with bold text.








cluster EV No EV Train EV No EV Train EV No EV Train EV No EV Train
1 45.0 4.4 4.9 16.3 42.4 40.9 37.9 7.3 8.2 30.7 7.3 7.1
2 44.2 39.1 40.7 15.9 30.2 29.9 28.6 50.9 50.6 42.6 37.8 38.4
3 10.8 56.5 54.4 33.4 6.5 6.2 33.5 41.2 41.2 26.7 54.9 54.4
4 34.4 20.9 22.9
GMM of means
Results show clustering for normalized, and non-normalized mean features were
able to generate a cluster with a high concentration of EV owners. The non-
normalized means that managed the best EV separation of all feature spaces show
that some EV owners generally have higher loads during the evening and afternoon.
This result is evident in the heat map in Figure 6.2.
When clustering with respect to the normalized mean, we can see that some
EV owners have a shift of higher energy consumption during the later evening and
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extending into the night. This is evident in both the cluster means and the heat
map in Figure 6.2.
GMM of kurtosis
The clustering results of the kurtosis features shows that only the normalized
features were able to form a cluster with a high concentration of EV owners. The
normalized clustering results of kurtosis shown in Figure 6.3, show that some EV
owners have a larger fluctuation with peak kurtosis in the middle of the day, and
lowest during the afternoon. By looking at the cluster assignment and feature
space, we can see that we were able to capture a clear trend between some EV
registered customers.
GMM of skewness
The normalized skewness features clustering results are shown in Figure 6.4. As
for kurtosis, the cluster with a high concentration of EV owners has prominent
peeks during the night, and larger fluctuations in general. It is indicating that
during the night, the distribution is shifted towards higher energy consummation
than its mean.
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Figure 6.1: Final clustering results of the detrended mean features. We can see
a clear trend of some EV owners having a higher peek demand, in already high
demand periods. This is evident in both the cluster means, and the heatmap of
the feature space.
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Figure 6.2: Final clustering results of the normalized mean features. We can see
that the cluster with a high concentration of EV owners has an shift of higher power
consumption during the night (green dotted line), and an larger peek consumption
during the afternoon.
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Figure 6.3: Final clustering results of the normalized kurtosis features from EID-
SIVA CLUSTERING.
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Figure 6.4: Final clustering results of the normalized skewness features from EID-
SIVA CLUSTERING. There is a clear trend of two prominent peeks, in the cluster
with a high concentration of EV owners.
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6.4 Summary and discussion
In this chapter, we have shown that the proposed method of clustering, are able
to capture clusters with a high concentration of EV owners. We have learned
that some EV owners generally have higher peek loads in high demand periods.
We also saw that the normalized features were able to separate EV owners into
distinct clusters, with a shift of higher energy consumption during the night. This
assumption is further backed up by a survey that reported people charged their
EV during the night-time[14].
Further, we showed that all the proposed feature spaces can be used in EV
load profiling applications. This verifies the workings in [7][8].
Before presenting the experimental results from EV event detection, the author
wants to address some aspects we might consider as further work when clustering
with the aim of discovering EV charging.
• The weekly profiles show a similar trend for all days of the week: Is it possible
to reduce the dimensionality of the profiles e.g., weekday profiles?
• GMM assumes the grouping is separated by multivariate Gaussian distribu-
tion, which is not necessarily the case. The choice of GMM was chosen since
it gave better separation than K-means (not reported). However, we suggest
as further work different choice of clustering algorithms.
• Merging the mean, kurtosis, and skewness and perform clustering from a
combined feature space. Since we observed the different features spaces sep-
arated different EV owners(not reported).





EV event detection: Experiments
and Results
In this section, we present the experimental results from the proposed models
for EV event detection. The experiments were conducted by using the dataset
described in Chapter 5. Further, this chapter is divided into seven sections:
• First, we describe the validation metrics used during experimentation.
• Second, we explore the CNN+DENSE model for varying sampling rates.
• Third, we experiment and tune the proposed CNN+autoencoder architec-
tures.
• Fourth, we explore tuning of the modified UTime for EV detection.
• Fifth, we compare the tuned models on the same generated labeled dataset.
• Sixth, compare the tuned model predictions on an unlabeled test data set.
• Seventh, Investigate whether the overall best performing model, are able to
determine the time of registering an EV.
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7.1 Validation metrics
As mentioned in Chapter 3, validation of unbalanced data needs care full consider-
ations other than traditional accuracy scoring. In this section we aim to described
the different validation metrics used, for the problem of EV event detection, which
is precision, recall, f1 score, and ROC.
7.1.1 Precision and recall
To get further insight into how the classification error occurs, we define the four
outcomes for a binary classifier:
• True positives (TP): Number of labels correctly classified as 1,
• True Negative (TN): Number of labels correctly classified as 0,
• False positives (FP): Model classifies 1 but the true label is 0,
• False Negatives (FN): Model classifies 0, but the true label is 1,
where none EV charge events are labeled 0 and charging events have label 1.









Precision and recall are useful for imbalanced data since the two measurements
give a description of how the miss-classification occurs, with emphasis on positive
predictions. Precision describes the rate of true positives and recall the coverage
of actual positive samples. Ideally, we want a classifier with both high precision
and high recall. However, in most real-life scenarios, there is a tradeoff between
precision and recall. One way to represent such tradeoff is in a precision-recall
curve (PRC), where precision and recall are plotted on along two different axis for
a range of prediction thresholds.
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7.1.2 Receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
Another metric for evaluating classifiers is a receiver operating characteristic (ROC)[67][34].
For the case of binary classifiers that outputs a probabilistic confidence score (val-
ues between zero and one), the prediction is made by choosing the most likely class
or give a positive prediction if the confidence score exceeds a certain threshold. A
ROC graph is a plot of the true positives rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR)
along the axis over a range of thresholds. TPR and FPR is defined as








Note that TPR has the same definition as as recall.
7.1.3 F1 score
Closely related to PRC is F1 score which is defined as the harmonic mean of





It has been shown that for imbalanced data that precision recall curve works
better than other validation metrics such as receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve[34]. Therefore in this thesis precision recall curve and F1 score will be our
main metric when evaluating the models. Figure 7.1 shows how ROC graph and
PRC may differ between an unbalanced and balanced data-set. Note that there is
no to little difference between ROC graphs, however the PRC shows a the differ-
ence in performance.
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(a) Balanced data (b) Unbalanced
Figure 7.1: ROC graph, and PRC of a logistic regression classifier preformed on
both a balanced (a), and unbalanced dataset (b). The data is drawn from two
normal distributions and has same mean and variance for both (a), and (b). In (a)
the both distributions has 100000 sample points. For (b) there are 100000 samples
drawn with zero label and 100 data points with label 1.
7.2 Model performance for lower sampling rates
To the author’s knowledge, most research into EV event detection has been con-
ducted for a sampling rate of 1 minute (see summary in Table 2.1). However, in
this thesis, the main goal is to detect EV charge events from hourly smarter meter
data.
To address whether this problem is feasible to solve, we explore the performance
of the CNN+DENSE model for varying sampling rates on a generated data set.
The motivation for this experiment is to conclude whether this problem is feasible
to solve and how different sampling rates effects performance.
Dataset
To achieve a data set with varying sampling rates, we generate a labelled dataset
by combining the data sources UK-DALE and ACN-DATA, this data set will be
referred to as ACN+UKDALE (see Chapter 5.3). The sampling rates explored is
one sample every 1, 30, and 60 minutes. When generating the labels, the maximum
number of charge events is two per day. We have chosen a fixed duration of two
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weeks resulting in input lengths of 20160, 672, and 336 for the sampling rates of
1, 30, and 60 minutes respectively.
The probability of an input sequence having EV charging present is about 96%,
a high probability compared to what’s expected from a real-life data set. The last
30% of all households in UK-DALE is reserved as a test set.
Training
When training, the models are optimized with respect to mean square error loss,
and ADAM optimizer with a learning rate of 1 · 10−4 and default β parameters is
used. With this setup, two experiments where conducted:
• Train and evaluate the CNN+DENSE model for all three sampling rates (1,
30, and 60 min) for a sequence length of two weeks.
Results
The result is reported in Table 7.1 and an example of predicted time series for
different sampling rates is shown in Figure 7.2. The result shows that it is possible
to detect EV charging for all sampling rates, and the worst F1 score was at a
sampling rate of 1 per minute. Figure 7.2 shows why this may be the case. For
lower sampling rates, we can see that prominent peaks with short duration are
removed when resampled, while high loads with a longer duration are still visible.
Making charge events easier to detect. However, also note that the CNN+DENSE
model for 1-hour sampling rate was not able to detect the first event with a lower
peak.
Table 7.1: CNN+DENSE model performance for different sampling rates (sr), and
corresponding input lengths (sql), trained an validated on ACN+UKDALE.
Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score
sr / sql Train Test Train Test Train Test Train Test
1 min / 20160 0.98 0.98 0.77 0.76 0.93 0.94 0.84 0.84
30 min / 672 0.98 0.98 0.82 0.83 0.94 0.96 0.87 0.89
60 min / 336 0.98 0.98 0.80 0.82 0.95 0.95 0.87 0.88
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(a) Prediction of CNN+DENSE for 1 minute sampling rate.
(b) Prediction of CNN+DENSE for 30 minute sampling rate.
(c) Prediction of CNN+DENSE for 60 minute sampling rate.
Figure 7.2: Predictions using CNN+DENSE of the same two week load series
for different sampling rates. The green line indicates the ground truth while the
orange line is the predicted EV charging.
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Summary and discussion
The experiments demonstrate that it is possible to detect EV charging from hourly
smart meter data. The observed predictions for lower sampling rates showed that
high loads with short duration’s got flatten out when resampled, making it easier
to visually see the EV charge events that generally have a longer duration. This
effect may also occur when resampling the charge sequences from ACN-DATA,
making the charge signals to be discovered less noisy and more similar to square
waveforms.
It should also be emphasized that these results are from data generated from
five residential homes in the UK, with a large number of charge events added.
These results may not reflect the prediction from real-life data.
We observed that reducing the concentration of EV events, also dramatically
changed the performance, possible due the high expectation that an EV event was
present. This observation is taken into account in the next experiments.
The main conclusion from this initial experiment is that it is possible to detect
EV charging from hourly smart meter data.
In the next experiment, we explore performance of different CNN+Autoencoder
architectures based on previous research, on the much larger dataset ACN+EIDSIVA.
7.3 Experimentation with different CNN + Au-
toencoder architectures
In this section, we aim to explore the three different CNN+Autoencoder architec-
tures and train them on the ACN+EIDSIVA dataset. The models are summarized
in Figure 4.5, where the first and last dense layer can be modified to handle dif-
ferent input lengths (see Chapter 4.2).
Dataset
For this experiment, all three (CNN+AUTO, CNN+ENCODER, CNN+DENSE)
models is trained and evaluated on a generated data set from the ACN+EIDSIVA
dataset. The labeled dataset is generated according to Chapter 5.2. The proba-
bility of a series contains an EV is set to 0.2, and the maximum number of charge
events is set to 2 per day.
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Table 7.2: When generating data, as the input length increases, the data size
will decrease since segments containing missing values will be deleted. This ta-
ble reports the percentage of hours lost, according to the sequence length. The













The validation set is identical for the same sequence length since it is generated
from the same random seed. Therefore, models with the same input length are
comparable. However, for different sequence lengths, the validation set differs.
When the labeled data set is generated, sequences containing missing values
will be deleted. A consequence of this, is that for longer sequence lengths the data
size shrinks since more of the generated sequences gets deleted. Table 7.2 addresses
this issue, showing that as the sequence length increases the number of data points
gets smaller. Further, from Table 7.2 shows that the number of positive labels also
varies for each input length, making direct comparison more difficult.
Training
When training, both Dice loss and binary cross-entropy (BCE) loss is considered,
and the parameters are optimized with ADAM optimizer having a fixed learning
rate of 1 · 10−4 . The reported results are from the model state with the lowest
validation loss after 1000 epochs of training. Since the CNN+Autoencoder archi-
tectures increase its number of trainable parameters as the input length increases,
a maximum input length of one week (168 hours) is chosen.
In the next sections the experimental results is reported and briefly discussed.
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Results
Table 7.3 shows the experimental results for the different architectures trained with
BCE loss and Table 7.5 summarises the number of trainable parameters for each
model. The results show that CNN+AUTO performed best for an input length of
24, CNN+ENCODER with an input length of 72, and CNN+DENSE performed
the best with an input length of 168. The highest F1 score was achieved by the
CNN+DENSE architecture with an F1 score of 0.8906, followed closely by the
CNN+ENCODER with an F1 score of 0.8870. The CNN+AUTO was by far the
worst-performing model with overall the worst F1 score for all input lengths.
As a further experiment, each of the best performing models were trained with
respect to none regularised Dice loss. The result is shown in Table 7.4 and shows
worse or close to no improvements with respect to BCE loss.
Table 7.3: Experimental result of different CNN+Autoencoder architectures
trained with BCE loss. The reported results is from the ACN+EIDSIVA vali-
dation set, with lowest loss after 1000 epochs.
Models CNN+AUTO CNN+ENCODER CNN+DENSE
Input length precision recall F1 precision recall F1 precision recall F1
24 0.8410 0.7438 0.7894 0.8853 0.8268 0.8550 0.8688 0.7984 0.8321
48 0.8196 0.7257 0.7698 0.8972 0.8616 0.8790 0.8902 0.8365 0.8626
72 0.7938 0.6814 0.7333 0.9055 0.8692 0.8870 0.9022 0.8686 0.8851
168 0.6909 0.4538 0.5478 0.8893 0.8029 0.8439 0.9020 0.8795 0.8906
Table 7.4: The best performing architectures trained with Dice loss. The results
shows no improvements over BCE loss.
Model Input length Precision Recall F1 score
CNN+AUTO 24 0.7921 0.7842 0.7881
CNN+ENCODER 72 0.8772 0.8616 0.8694
CNN+DENSE 168 0.8733 0.8462 0.8595
Summary and discussion
The performance for different sequence lengths is varying, with the models having
different ”optimal” inputs lengths. For CNN+AUTO that showed its best per-
formance when lowering the input length. This results could indicates that the
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Table 7.5: Number of trainable parameters for the different CNN+Autoencoders.
The reported result is from ACN+EIDSIVA validation set.
Number of trainable parameters
Input lengths CNN+AUTO CNN+ENCODER CNN+DENSE
24 5738 326504 409508
48 9962 529280 457532
72 14186 732056 505556
168 31082 1543160 697652
embedding in the encoder is to small to store sufficient information to decode to
the predictive output space when the input length is increased.
The two main differences between CNN+ENCODER and CNN+AUTO, is
the complexity of the dense layers, and the number of convolutional filters. We
saw that CNN+ENCODER could handle longer input lengths than CNN+AUTO,
this might indicate that the higher complexity in the dense layer, and no decoder
allowed for better performance. However we cant say for sure, since the number
of filters is also different.
At last the best performing model where the initial proposed CNN+DENSE,
that is similar with CNN+ENCODER in the dense layers, however have two less
filters in the convolutional layers, with max-pooling in between. This means that
CNN+DENSE has the highest receptive fields, in the feature extraction phase,
and it seems like the model benefited from this. Since it showed best overall
performance of the three architectures, and showed better performance for longer
input lengths.
To summarize the best configurations of the different architecture where:
• CNN+ENCODER with input length of 72
• CNN+AUTO with input length of 24
• CNN+DENSE with an input length of 168
These models will be used for further comparison with the proposed modified
UTime for EV detection (Chapter 4.2.2) discussed in the next paragraph.
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7.4 UTime for EV event detection: Experimen-
tation
In this section, we will explore how the depth and input length of the modified
UTime for EV detection described in Chapter 4.2.2 will affect performance on the
generated ACN+EIDSIVA dataset.
Dataset and training
The experiments are done by the generated ACN+EIDSIVA dataset; the proba-
bility of a series containing EV charging is set to 0.2, and the maximum charge
events are two per day. When training the model, the parameter is optimized with
respect to the Dice loss and by using ADAM optimizer with a fixed learning rate
of 1 · 10−4 and default β parameters. The model weights are initialized by Xavier
uniform initialization.
Note as for the CNN+Autoencoder experiments, there is a certain random-
ness when generating training and validation sets and therefore direct comparison
should be taken with a grain of salt. However, for each input length, the data is
generated from the same seed and, therefore, comparable.
Results
The experimental results are shown in Table 7.6. Generally, increasing the depth
improves the performance, and the model performs its best with 5 encoder blocks.
The results also indicate that choosing a longer input sequence might improve
performance. But note, direct comparison is more difficult since the concentrations
of positive labels and the size of the dataset differs for each input length. This is
summarised in Table 7.2.
As a final experiment of the proposed UTime we investigate if the choice of
evenly weighted binary cross-entropy (BCE) loss function gives better results as it
did for the CNN+Autoencoder architectures. The comparison of UTime trained
with BCE and dice loss is summarized in Table 7.7, showing that BCE loss gave
similar performance. Figure 7.3 shows the loss during training. These plots show
the general trend of little overfitting occurring, that we observed for all models.
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Table 7.6: Experimental results of UTime with different depths and sequence
lengths. The data set used is ACN+EIDSIVA validation.
Encoder blocks 2 3 4 5
Sequence length loss F1 loss F1 loss F1 loss F1
24 0.15145 0.84887 0.14349 0.85679 0.14275 0.85754 0.14286 0.85742
48 0.14836 0.85198 0.11592 0.88437 0.10911 0.89116 0.10909 0.89110
72 0.14726 0.85321 0.10522 0.89507 0.103822 0.89813 0.09262 0.90759
168 0.14557 0.85473 0.10342 0.89676 0.08150 0.91870 0.07756 0.92260
336 0.14225 0.85820 0.09580 0.90460 0.07868 0.92142 0.06462 0.93541
504 0.14122 0.85921 0.09509 0.90510 0.07902 0.92115 0.07010 0.92999
672 0.13991 0.86056 0.09280 0.90765 0.07497 0.92506 0.06856 0.93179
840 0.14555 0.85506 0.09259 0.90742 0.07692 0.92336 0.06548 0.93463
Table 7.7: Comparing difference loss function when UTime with 5 encoder blocks is
trained with an input length of 336. The reported result is from ACN+EIDSIVA
validation. The difference is small but Dice loss show better balance between
precision and recall.
Loss function Precision Recall F1 score
BCE 0.9286 0.9444 0.9364
Dice 0.9391 0.9318 0.9354
Summary and discussion
We saw that increasing the depth of the modified UTime gave better results. This
might indicate that our proposed modification to UTime could have benefited with
larger dilation and pooling windows to increase the receptive field. These modifica-
tions should be considered, especially if the aim were to have fewer encoder blocks.
However, the case might also be that the problem benefits from a more complex
model since shorter input lengths also benefitted from more encoder blocks.
Overall the results are promising, and from the generated validation set, it
seems that UTime outperforms the previously proposed models. In the next sec-
tion, we aim to compare UTime with 5 encoder blocks, trained with an input
length of 336, with the best performing CNN+autoencoder architectures.
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(a) Binary cross entropy (b) Dice loss
Figure 7.3: Training and validation loss for Utime with 5 encoder blocks and input
length of 336. Both the training with BCE and dice loss is shown in separate plots.
The dashed vertical line indicates the epoch with the lowest validation loss on the
ACN+EIDSIVA validation set, 504 for BCE (a) and 982 for dice (b).
7.5 Comparing best performing models on the
test set
From experimentation, we concluded the best performing models where
• Utime with 5 encoder blocks and input length of 336
• CNN+ENCODER with input length of 72
• CNN+AUTO with input length of 24
• CNN+DENSE with an input length of 168
In this section, we compare our tuned models on the same generated labeled
ACN+EIDSIVA test set and further explore model predictions on the unlabeled
EIDSIVA EXPLORATION set.
7.5.1 Test dataset
Since the models take different input lengths, the final comparison is done by gen-
erating long smart meter sequences with EV charging. The method for generating
ACN+EIDSIVA test set is similar to the previous experiments with the modifi-
cation that EV charging is added on top of the entire smart meter signal from a
customer, while missing values is ensured to be preserved.
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The generated ACN+EIDSIVA test set has 946 customer loads and a total of
15335800 data points, where 0, 4% is missing values, and 6% contains EV charging.
For the test set, half of the customers has added EV charging, with between 0.2
and 1.5 charge events per week.
7.5.2 Comparison results
The ROC, PRC and the F1 curve of the models is shown in Figure 7.4, further
summary of validation metrics and computation time is shown in Table 7.8.
Validation metrics
The results show that UTime has the best F1 score. Lowering prediction thresh-
olds shows slight improvements for all models. The CNN+AUTO is the poorest
performing model and shows a more rapid decline in the PRC and F1 curve,
indicating it is more wrong in its most confident predictions. This observation
is similar to whats reported in [6]. CNN+ENCODER and CNN+DENSE show
very similar performance with some tuning benefits when the threshold is lowered.
CNN+ENCODER is the model with the lowest number of false positives (FP)
closely followed by UTime. Even though UTime shows overall best performance,
the inference time is significantly higher with the current implementation. This
is mainly due to the larger input length when predicting a long smart meter se-
quence, and that UTime is more memory-bound because of storing of the skip
connections.
Figure 7.4: ROC, PRC and F1 curves for all models on the same generated
ACN+EIDSIVA test set, where the highest F1 score is marked.
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Table 7.8: Supplementary information to Figure 7.4 showing the threshold for
the maximum F1 score and inference time as well as normalized confusion matrix
values for each model.
Model UTime CNN+ENCODER CNN+AUTO CNN+DENSE
(threshold, max F1) (0.43,0.92) (0.37,0.89) (0.29,0.78) (0.42,0.90)
F10.5 0.92 0.88 0.74 0.89
Precision 0.94 0.94 0.89 0.93
Recall 0.90 0.84 0.64 0.86
TP 0.0545 0.0508 0.0386 0.0523
FP 0.0037 0.0035 0.0050 0.0042
FN 0.0060 0.0098 0.0220 0.0083
TN 0.9357 0.9359 0.9344 0.9352
Inference time 10m 56s 1m 5.13s 47.8s 1m 5.76s
Type of load detected
As a further comparison we compare what type of EV load the different models
are able to detect. The power drawn is divided into four categories according the
type of EV charging in residential homes[13]:
1. Charging from standard type-c outlet: [0, 2.2kW〉
2. Slow EV chargers: [2.2kW, 4.5kW〉
3. Semi fast charger or overlapping slow charger: [4.5kW, 7.2kW〉
4. Overlapping charge events: [7.2kW,→〉
Note that the categories are not according to maximum power from each charge
event, but the charging load for each positive label. A comparison of what type of
charging the different models were able to detect is shown in Table 7.9.
Results shows that UTime are able to detect the most EV charging with lower
loads and general trend of the CNN+Autoencoder is that they are able to detect
more of the higher loads. The model that where able to detect most EV charging
in total is UTime even though it did performed the worse in detecting the higher
loads.
Further comparison will be presented in the next section, where we compare
the models on the unlabeled data set EIDSIVA EXPLORATION.
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Table 7.9: Comparing the type of load from EV charging the models where able
to detect and the percentage of positive labels for each category in the generated
ACN+EIDSIVA test set.
Detection according to the power of EV load
Model [0, 2.2kW〉 [2.2kW, 4.5kW〉 [4.5kW, 7.2kW〉 [7.2kW,→〉
TOTAL
(TPR)
UTime 73.5% 91.9% 97.2% 97.7% 90.0%
CNN+ENCODER 54.6% 86.4% 98.2% 98.9% 83.8%
CNN+AUTO 13.4% 60.7% 97.0% 98.9% 63.7%
CNN+DENSE 61.7% 89.2% 97.6% 98.3% 86.3%
Percentage of positives 23.2% 39.5% 33.4% 4.2% 100%
7.6 Comparing unsupervised predictions
In this section we aim to compare the best performing models on the unlabelled
EIDSIVA EXPLORATION set. First by comparing detection within each data
group, and second by comparing prediction profiles (detection for each hour of the
week).
7.6.1 Detection within each data group
Table 7.10 shows the percentage of customers with any EV detection in EIDSIVA
EXPLORATION dataset.
Table 7.10 shows all models are able to detect the most customers with EV
charging among the customers with registered EV. Generally, there are more cus-
tomers with detection after the time of registering an EV. For the data groups
without EV registration, we can see that there are assumed false positives present,
where UTime differentiates the data groups with and without EV registration the
most.
Among the customers with EV detection, the distributions of relative hours of
detection are shown in Figure 7.5 as box plots. The distribution shows fewer hours
detected for the data groups where we assume no EV charging. The CNN+AUTO
detects the most while UTime detects the least charging within all groups. This
is consistent with the results in Table 7.10 that shows that the better performing
models detect less charging for customers with and without registered EV.
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Table 7.10: Percentage of customers with any detected EV charging according to
the data group in the EIDSIVA EXPLORATION data set.
Model reg EV Before reg EV Test Validation Total
Utime 66.1% 23.2% 14.6% 13.1% 39.7%
CNN+ENCODER 72.8% 48.8% 37.1% 36.5% 62.7%
CNN+AUTO 96.1% 81.6% 75.0% 73.0% 85.6%
CNN+DENSE 88.2% 29.6% 19.9% 18.8% 45.9%
Number of loads 2487 1038 946 924 5395
Figure 7.5: Boxplot and whiskey graph for relative hours detect when a customer
with zero prediction is excluded. The yellow line indicates the median, and the
box and whiskers show the quartiles.
7.6.2 Comparing Prediction profiles: Predictions at each
hour of the week
As a final comparison, we visualize the distribution of hours detected at each hour
of the week among the EV owners; this is visualized as box plots in Figure 7.7
and means of all observations in Figure 7.6. There is a clear trend of an increasing
amount of predictions in the afternoon. As the load is known to be higher for
these periods independently of EV charging, we cannot conclude that the models
detect EV charging events or just general higher load (confound variable). There
are also fewer predictions during the weekend, which is interesting as average load
in the weekend is similar to average load during the working days.
The trend of more detection during high demand periods is is especially a
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Figure 7.6: Comparing mean of the prediction profiles for each model.
concern for the CNN+AUTO and CNN+ENCODER that shows more detection
on Friday and Saturday than the better performing models. In addition, the overall
poorest performing model, CNN+AUTO, has an evident spike in the beginning
of the days which the other models do not have. This is also a period the day
when the general load is higher. Figure 7.7 also shows that the better performing
UTime and CNN+DENSE have slightly more predictions during the night when
the relative hours detected are normalized.
7.6.3 Comparison summary
The results shows that the proposed UTime outperforms the other models on the
same generated labeled test set. While Utime is able to detect more charge events
with lower loads, it did the worst when detecting overlapping charge events (see
Table 7.9), however these events are very few. The biggest drawback with the
current implementation of UTime is computation time, which are in the ball park
of 10 times slower than to the other models with the current implementation.
Further we investigated the predictions on an unlabeled data set from Eidsiva.
Result showed all model predicted more charge events for customers with registered
EV. Comparing the hours of detection between EV and non EV owners we saw that
EV owners had a distribution with longer tail towards more hours of detection.
Even though UTime had the least number of charge events detected, the other
models showed more EV detection for customers we did not expect EV charging.
This gave concerns whether the models are classifying higher loads as charge events
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(see Figure 7.6). This is especially a concern for the poorest performing models.
In the last section of this chapter, we aim to use modified UTime for EV
detection, to explore whether we are able discover the time an customer register
an EV.
Figure 7.7: Box plots of relative hours detected per the hour of the week (starting
at Monday) from customers with registered EV that has EV charge detected.
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7.7 Exploring time of EV registration using the
best performing model
When comparing models, we saw that all models are able to detect more EV
charging after the time of registration. To further investigate this and try to give
us some confidence in that we are actually able to detect EV charging. We will
use the best performing model, which were modified UTime for EV detection, to
investigate the time of registration.
There are some uncertainties about the time of registration since the available
data is the month the Norwegian Public Roads Administration registered the EV
to a customer, which is not necessarily the precise time the vehicle was available to
the customer. Therefore we might expect some variations, but in general, should
expect the charge events to occur after the time of registration. For visualization
we have chosen a heatmap representation of both the sum and cumulative sum
of weekly predictions. The customers are grouped according to the month of
registration, and only customers with predicted EV charging is shown. Figure
7.8 shows such heat map for the months of July to December 2018. From this
figure, we can see that many of the costumes have a large increase in EV detection
around the month of registration, especially when looking at the cumulative sum
that has an upper threshold of 10 hours of detection. However, there is also some
inconsistencies, especially in December, were most customers have detected EV
charging much earlier. This raises the question of whether we are detecting false
positives or if there are some anomalies of car registration in December.
As a further comparison, the relative number of consumers with more, less,
or zero charge detection is summarized in Table 7.11. Table 7.11 shows that for
all months (in 2018), most EV owners have either zero predictions or more EV
predictions after the time of registration, with a very few numbers of EV owners
with less EV detection after the time of registration.
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Figure 7.8: Heatmaps of charge detection where customers (x-axis) is grouped after
registration date (RD) marked with the green line. The RD ranges from June to
December in the year 2018 . Along the y-axis is the weeks after 2018 (starting from
the top to the bottom). The heat map range is modified and removed for better
visualization, the deepest purple indicates values above 10 for both cumulative
sum and weekly predictions.
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Table 7.11: Comparing the detection before and after the time of registering an















2 0.635 0.019 0.346 0.0005 0.0096
3 0.696 0.018 0.286 0.0002 0.0056
4 0.734 0.009 0.257 0.0003 0.0073
5 0.657 0.038 0.305 0.0009 0.0105
6 0.573 0.012 0.415 0.0005 0.0077
7 0.536 0.045 0.418 0.0009 0.0086
8 0.611 0.069 0.319 0.0017 0.0108
9 0.585 0.106 0.309 0.0008 0.0057
10 0.546 0.050 0.397 0.0009 0.0089
11 0.585 0.113 0.302 0.0007 0.0064
12 0.610 0.110 0.279 0.0044 0.0144
7.8 Event Detection Summary
In this chapter, we have shown that there it is possible to detect EV charging from
hourly smart meter data by using CNN. Since the initially proposed models showed
promise, we experimented with different architectures on hourly smart meter data.
Further, we conducted experiments on how the input length, complexity, and
loss functions affected the performance of the different models. When comparing
the tuned models, the results showed that the newly proposed UTime for EV de-
tection outperforms the previously proposed CNN architectures on the generated
test set. When comparing unlabeled predictions, all models showed an difference
in detection between EV and none EV owners, where UTime did the best job at
separating these two groups. We also observed there was little overfitting occur-
ring, showing promise regarding generalization between the generated training and
validation sets.
In addition compare the models, we explored whether UTime was able to detect
the time of EV registration. Results showed that UTime was able to detect more
charging after than before the time of registration, among most of the customers.
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Comparing our results from previous research, it is evident that our results are
far better than whats previously reported (Table 2.2). This applies to all models.
This raises concerns about the method the dataset is generated. However, direct
comparison is difficult since the previous results are from the Pecan Street dataset,
and the type of charging present in Pecan Street is unknown to the author.
If Pecan Street contains mainly charging from low-level chargers, we would
expect our models also to perform worse since we have shown that our models
have a more difficult time detecting charge events from low-level charging (see
Table 7.9).
Another reason for our better results, might be due to when resampling the
charge events with less than 1kW of power is set to zero, significantly reducing
the number of positive labels that is difficult to detect, this is done to ensure our
model is able to learn relevant charging patterns than fitting itself to noise.
To summarise: The proposed training method, by generating a labeled dataset,
and especially the newly proposed UTime for EV detection shows promise, in the
task of EV event detection. However, more verification is needed to know the
effectiveness of our models, and training method. Ideally with a properly labeled
dataset.
As a last attempt to verify our methods; We aim to compare our results from




Comparing event detection with
load profiling
The motivation for trying to solve two problems of EV detection is due to the lack
of ground truths in our dataset.
In this chapter, we further aim to compare the two proposed methods for
further validation of whether we were able to detect EV charging. This chapter is
divided into two main parts, where the following is presented:
• First, we compare the number of customers with any EV event detection in
each cluster from EV load profiling, using the best performing model for EV
detection.
• Second, we perform GMM of extracted prediction profiles (mean of prediction
at each hour of the week) and compare its features with normalized clustering
results in Chapter 6.
The predictions reported in this chapter is from UTime. Since UTime showed
overall best performance in the previous chapter.
8.1 Comparing EV event detection within the
unsupervised clusters
The percentage of customers with any detected EV charging in each cluster is
shown in Table 8.1, a further detailed bar graph with EV detection is shown in
Figure 8.1.
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When comparing the detection within the clusters from Chapter 6.1, we can
see a trend of more EV detection within clusters with a high concentration of
EV owners. Especially the non-normalized mean feature coincides with EV detec-
tion. For the normalized clusters, there is a less noticeable difference in detection
between the clusters, but we can see there is somewhat more EV detection in
the clusters with a high concentration of EV owners. The only exception being
skewness features, that didn’t show a noticeable difference.
Table 8.1: Percentage of EV detection within each cluster from Chapter 6. The
cluster with a high concentration of EV owners is marked with bold text.








cluster EV No EV Train EV No EV Train EV No EV Train EV No EV Train
1 80.3 48.2 22.8 47.2 10.5 5.0 71.2 20.6 9.0 70.3 14.6 6.7
2 61.4 17.8 9.0 63.4 14.2 7.8 55.4 13.3 7.6 71.8 14.4 7.2
3 25.8 8.4 4.0 73.4 24.6 6.8 68.7 13.4 5.6 52.1 13.35 6.8
4 69.1 16.9 9.5
Figure 8.1: EV detection within clusters from Chapter 6.
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8.2 Gaussian mixture modeling of weekly pre-
diction profiles
In this section, we report the result when applying GMM for weekly-hourly pre-
diction profiles (relative hours detected for each hour of the week). The prediction
profiles were extracted by using the best performing model for EV detection, which
is modified UTime for EV detection.
The clustering shown in Table 8.2, and Figure 8.2 shows within-cluster pre-
dictions of both normalized and non-normalized prediction profiles, for the whole
week. Showing that by clustering raw prediction profiles, we are able to filter out
some customers with less EV detection.
The next step is to compare the features from each of these clusters, with the
clustering results in Chapter 6.
Table 8.2: Final Gaussian mixture results with hard cluster assignment both pre-






cluster EV No EV Train EV No EV Train
1 53.7 97.1 99.3 64.7 12.6 6.6
2 46.3 2.9 0.7 35.3 87.4 93.4
Figure 8.2: Data group cluster assignment within each of the prediction clusters.
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8.3 Comparing cluster means with customers with
predictions
The idea in this section, is to see if there are similarities between the features of
clusters with a high concentration of EV owners, and those customers with predic-
tions. This is achieved by comparing the mean of the features within each cluster
from Chapter 6, with the feature means from the prediction profile clustering.
Comparison is shown in Figure 8.3 to 8.5. In the figure, there is also calculated
Normalized cross correlation (NCC) between each mean vector, giving a similarity
score between −1 and 1 for numeric comparison.
Comparisons shows that the mean features show similarities where customers
with EV detection has generally a higher load and a shift of higher power con-
sumption during the night. When comparing kurtosis and skewness we can see the
clusters with a high a concentration of EV owners correlates the most with each
other. This results shows promise that there are similarities between EV event
detection and clustering results.
8.4 Summary and discussion
In this chapter we have compared our clustering results from EV load profiling,
with the result from EV event detection. Overall the result are promising showing
that both methods coincides. However, the comparison is not conclusive and
further verification is needed to state conclusively to which degree we are able to
detect EV charging. This will be further be discussed in the last chapter of this
thesis.
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Figure 8.3: Comparing cluster means from normalized mean features with normal-
ized mean features from the clusters from prediction profiles. The cluster with a
higher concentration of EV owners is cluster 1 for the prediction profile cluster-
ing and cluster 3 for the mean profile clusters. We can see that the both cluster
means, have a shift of higher power consumption during the night, and a bigger
peek consumption than the other clusters.
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Figure 8.4: Comparing cluster means from kurtosis features with normalized kur-
tosis features extracted from the clusters of prediction profiles. The cluster with a
higher concentration of EV owners is cluster 1 for the prediction profile clustering
and cluster 1 for the kurtosis profile clusters. These cluster means correlates the
most with each other, and both have a similar pattern, with a spike in the middle
of the day.
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Figure 8.5: Comparing cluster means from skewness features with normalized
skewness features extracted from the clusters of prediction profiles. The cluster
with a higher concentration of EV owners is cluster 1 for the prediction profile and
1 for the skewness profile. The computed NCC shows these cluster correlates the
most with each other. From the means we can see both have a similar spike at the




Conclusion and further work
In this thesis, we have explored two problems of EV detection. The problem of
EV load profiling, and EV event detection.
The main focus have been the problem of EV event detection. But due to the
lack of ground truth of charge event in our dataset, we saw the need to explore
the problem of EV load profiling for further verification of our methods.
For the problem of EV load profiling, we proposed a new method of de-
trending our data before feature extraction of mean, kurtosis, and skewness pro-
files. The aim was to capture uniqueness to some EV owners, by using Gaussian
mixture modelling.
The results showed that all features were able to capture clusters with a high
concentration of EV owners. The data set used was EIDSIVA CLUSTERING, a
relatively balanced dataset with 57% registered EV owners.
For the problem of EV event detection, we proposed the fully convolutional
UTime for EV detection and compared its performance with previously proposed
CNN architectures. Results showed that UTime outperforms the other architec-
tures on the generated ACN+EIDSIVA Test set.
Further, we compared the models on the unlabeled dataset EIDSIVA EX-
PLORE. UTime showed the least detection within each data group and the best
separation between EV owners, and none EV owners. For the poorer performing
models, we saw they followed the trend of more detection in high demand periods.
While the better performing models had a shift in relatively more detection during
the afternoon and midnight. This shift is similar to the clustering of the normal-
ized mean features that showed a general trend of higher energy consumption,
shifted towards midnight.
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Since UTime overall performed the best, UTime where further explored in the
task of detecting the time of EV registration of EV owners. The result showed
that UTime was able to detect more EV charging after than before the time of
EV registration.
As a final comparison, we compared our final clustering results with EV de-
tection using UTime. Except for the skewness feature, we saw more EV detection
within clusters with a high concentration of EV owners. Furthermore, we observed
that the mean feature of EV owners with many predictions correlated the most
with the clusters with a high concentration of EV owners. This further strengthen
our belief in that the proposed training method, and modified UTime for EV
detection can detect EV charging from a real-life dataset. However, we can not
conclusively state the effectiveness of our training method, before the method is
validated on a properly labeled dataset. Which brings us to the last section of this
thesis; Further work.
Further work
There are several things that we wish to address as further work. In this section
we list and discuss some of them:
• More validation: First and foremost, a big challenge for this project was
the lack of a labeled data set. To verify whether our promising results and
training method are sound, we suggest further evaluation using a properly
labeled dataset where ground truth of EV charge event is present.
• Improvements in data generation: From the unsupervised EV detec-
tion results, we saw a clear trend of when EV detection is occuring (Chapter
7.6.2). This trend was not taken into account when the data set was gen-
erated. We would suggest using this knowledge to generate a better-labeled
dataset that is more similar to real-life EV charging patters. This might
also improve the models performance, since they might, learn these trending
patterns. We also saw that the balance of the generated dataset effected
performance. We choose to generate a very unbalanced dataset, with a large
variation of charge events for the few segments that had charge event present.
The balance of the dataset generated could also be explored further, to im-
prove the predictions on real life charge events.
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• Better data sources: The charge events added where from commercial
charging station in the US, these events might not be similar to charge events
that’s present in Norwegian residential homes. To have a data source more
similar to Norwegian charge sessions could, improve the predictions in Nor-
way. Further our models where only trained to detect EV charging from
slow to fast EV charges. This excludes detection of charging from standard
type-c outlets, which is common way to charge an EV at home in Norway.
In future work, these type of charges could also be added during training.
• Compare our results with RNN architectures: As discussed, RNN is
the go-to framework deep-learning of sequential data. In this thesis, we have
utilized CNN architectures and showed these works well. However, as for
further work, we propose, comparing our methods with RNNs. Especially if
the method of data generation is improved, such that there is a trend when
EV charging is occurring.
• More research into EV load profiling, and evaluation of the current
method: The clustering presented should be regarded as an initial attempt
that reached the requirements for this thesis. The proposed feature spaces
showed promising results of identifying EV owners. We recommend more
evaluation and exploration of clustering algorithms in future work. This is
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